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SAX SOLO - Crossfire's saxaphonist weaves through the Dance-a-thon crowd during the 
final hours of the marathon dance. More photos, pages 24, 25. (Carolyn Blackmar photo) 
Dance-a--thon • raises $21,006 · 
By Patricia O'Dell 
and Karen Merrill 
At 7 p.m. Friday, 96 people 
began dancing in Hetzel Hall's 
sixth annual Dance-A-Thon. 
Eighty-six of them survived the 
entire 48 hours, earning 
$21 1006. 76 i~ the _process. 
By the time 1t was over, 
everyone was exhausted, but 
said they were glad they had 
participated. 
"I did it for two reasons-it 
was fun and it supports a good 
ca use," said sophomore 
Annette Frongillo ... And it was 
a challenge, too, to see if I could 
make it," she added as an 
afterthought. 
According to Anne Clapp, 
"its not endurance, its 
determination to keep going" 
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that gets a dancer through th·e 
weekend. "When it gets hard 
you don't just give up. Now 
that I know I can do it once it 
would be fun to do it again." 
president of Hetzel Hall and a 
1979 UNH graduate,alsohada 
personal reason for dancing. 
"I began this dance-a-thon 
six years ago," he said, but I 
never thought it would be this 
big. This is the first chance I've 
had to dance in it and I wanted 
to come back and win it. I · 
wanted to go all the way." 
The total amount pledged 
this year, missed last year's 
total by less than $ 1000. But 
Heidi Thomas, Co-Chairman 
of the Dance-A-Thon said she 
wasn't disappointed because 
only 48 couples danced this 
weekend compared to last 
year's 70 couples. ~ 
Many dancers said they were 
there simply because they like 
to dance. Others, like Cindy 
Wheeler, had personal reasons. 
"I'm here because my 
grandmother died of kidney 
failure," she said . . 
Perna and partner Sheila 
Adams did just that. They 
. collected over $4,000 in 
pledges, winning the grand 
prize, 
Steve Perna, former 
The most important rule the 
dancers had to follow was to 
keep dancing, "continuously 
moving their feet" unless they 
were on a break. Breaks 
DANCE-A-THON, page 24 
Blizzard closes UNH; 
no afternoon classes 
By Julie Hanauer -
UNH students were given the 
afternoon off yesterday . . 
A joint decision by Director 
of Facilities Services Pat 
Mill er, Vice President for 
Academic · Affairs Gordon 
Haaland, Vice President for 
Financial Affairs Frank 
Bachich, President Evelyn 
Handler's office and Dean of • 
Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn 
was made at 10 a.m. Monday to 
cancel afternoon classes 
because of heavy snow , 
predictions. 
Haaland said new predic-
tions for as much as 15 inches 
of snow instead of the expected 
four to eight inches were 
responsible for the cancella-
tions. 
"Our concern," said 
Haaland, "was to get people 
home before dark. Even under · 
these circumstances the Kari-
Van will have to run most of 
this afternoon to get people 
home and we wanted to get the 
buses off the road by dark." 
Miller decided Monday 
morning to make the 3 p.m. 
Kari-Van runs the last of the 
day. According to Nahcy 
Kilbride, acting supervisor of 
the Kari-Van services, the 
decision was made,"basically 
because the University is 
dosing down at 12. We usually 
close down three hours after 
classes get out. It gives people 
plenty of time to get home." 
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For dorm residents 
Lottery may he 
used· for housing 
By John Gold 
A lottery may be held to 
determine which students live 
on campus next year. 
Resider;itial Life may use a 
lottery to eliminate overcrowd-
ing in University dorms, said 
Mimi Burns, chairperson of the 
Student Senate's Residential 
Life Council. 
Residential Life will send 
applications to all students who 
now live on campus asking 
them if they plan to live on 
campus next year. If more 
students want to live in dorms 
than Residential Life can find 
rooms for, there will be a 
· 1ottery, Burns said Sunday 
night. 
L·ast September, 600 
students were housed in Build-
ups - rooms for four or five 
students instead of the 
traditional doubles or triples. 
According to Burns, the 
lottery will affect all students 
on campus now except 
international students. 
Burns also said Smith hall 
will be the permanent 
Internationa·1 House next year. 
Three male d ortns - Sawyer, 
Hunter, and Englehart - will 
be co-ed next year, she said. 
Karen Johnson, Student 
Body President, presented a 
proposed Senate "blueprint" 
LOTTERY, page 22 
INER separates into 
two new departments 
By Maggie McKowen 
UNH's Institute of Natural 
and Enviromental Resources 
(INER) will be disbanded and 
two new departments will be 
formed, according to Gordon 
Haaland, vice president for 
Academic Affairs. 
INER is being changed into a 
department of forestry ·and 
wildlife, said Haaland. 
"Resources economics and 
community development will 
be the core of the second 
department but we have no 
specific name for it at. this 
juncture," said Haaland. 
As part of the College of Life 
Sciences and Agriculture, 
INER offers programs in 
community development, 
enviromental conservation, 
forest resources, hydrology, 
resource economics, soil 
science and wildlife manage-
ment. 
Haaiand stressed that 
INER 's program's will 
continue. 
"There are no changes in 
INER, page 7 
John Ward rolls a keg down the sidewalk yesterday afternoon 
after all classes were cancelled because of the snowstorm. (Tim 
Skeer photo) 
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ltEWS BRIEFS Feature 
Career counselling up Professor Jean Brown heads 
The number of UNH students seeking career counselling 
increased by 19 percent this year,. according to the director of 
UNH's career Planning and Placement Service. But the , 
number of companies visiting the campus to recruit students 
department and dance theatre 
decreased by 15 percent. · 
Even majors in engineering, computer science and other 
technical areas are scrambling for job offers, according to 
Edward Doherty, who cited a national report that projected a 
12 percent decrease this year in available e~gineeringjobs for 
college graduates. 
Doherty, who registers half of u ·NH's seniors for job 
interviews, hopes the lack of jobs is a short term phenomena. 
MUSO buys new stage 
The Memorial Union Student Organization (MUSO) has 
recently purchased a new stage to accomadate future 
attractions. 
MUSO took out a five year loan in order to pay for the 
$6, I 00 stage. The loan will be paid by annual installments 
from the student activity fee budget. · 
The new stage is 12 feet long, 16 feet wide and two feet high; 
considerably larger than the old version. MUSO officials said 
it will be housed in the MUB PUB and will be available for use 
to student organizations as well a~ performers. 
Slide show on Thursday 
A slide show called "The Marshall Islands: America's 
Radio-active Trust", will be shown Thursday, Feb. 10 at 7:30 
p.m. m the Belknap Room of the Memorial Union Building. 
Students involved are Alison Yardley, Coleen O'Brien, 
Michael Felber and Maude Seaver. The film is open to the 
public and admission is free. 
Possible candidate here 
Former- Fl~rida Gov~rnor ~uben Askew w1ll be touring 
New Hampshire today ma senes of meetings with local and 
state officials to guage his popularity. Askew is a possible 
contender for the Democratic presidential nomination. 
. Askew ~ill be vis_iting the northwestern part of the state 
with mornmg stops m Claremont and Newport. He will then 
have a lunch with state lawmakers in Concord, while having a 
press confere~ce at the State House at 1: 15 p.m. 
Before leavmg for Massachusetts, Askew will meet with 
local Democrats in Franklin. 
Day Care gives lunch 
PORTSMOUTH - The Commtmity Day Care Center of 
Portsmouth will present the third annual "Have a Heart for 
Kids" Benefit luncheon on Wednesday, Feb. 9 from 11 :30 
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the Unitarian Church. 
Live entertainment will be provided by Taylor Whiteside 
and Haynes McCarthy. WHEB Radio will broadcast live 
from the affair. 
Proceeds will be used to support the Day Care Center's 
many child care programs. For further information call 436-
8414. 
New Post Office rules 
The U n~t~d States ~ostal Service recently announced new 
parcel mallmg regulations which will go into effect Feb. 27. 
Under the ne~ regulations, parcels weighing 70 pounds or 
l~ss and m~asurmg not ~ore than I 08 inches in length and 
girth combined can be malled from any post office in the U.S. 
no matter what class it is shipped. 
The exceptions to these sizes and weight limitations are f~r 
space available mail, parcel airlift mail and for mail sent via 
the Department of State to U.S. government personnel 
abroad. 
Corrections 
Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire may report 
. them by calling News Editors Barbara Norris or Maggie 
McKowen or Editor Greg Flemming at 862-1490. 
Weather 
Today will be partly cloudy with highs near 20, according 
to the National Weather Service in Concord. 
Tonight will be cold and windy with lows of 5 to l O 
followed by partly sunny skies and ~ighs of 20 on Wednesday. 
By Kate Whelton 
After dancing professionally 
in New York and receiving her 
Master's degree in dance, Jean 
Brown reached a crossroads in 
her career. Not sure of whether 
to teach or perform, injuries 
finally influenced her decision 
to teach. 
Brown "put her roots down" 
in New Hampshire in 1965,asa 
professor in the dance program 
which was then part of the 
Physical Educational Depart-
ment. In 1974, dance became · 
part of the Theater and 
Communications Department 
(ThCo). -
As newly app.ointed 
chairperson of ThCo, Brown 
also teaches and directs the 
UNH Dance Theater Compa-
ny. . 
One of Brown's principal 
goals while chairperson is to 
maintain the quality of the 
communications division of 
ThCo. "Given the kind of 
financial crises that are hitting 
the University," Brown said, 
"We are hoping to maintain 
this level." 
The current level has been 
problem-ridden marked by an 
increasing number of majors, a . 
60: I student-teacher ratio and 
the disappointing reduction of 
cqurse offerings including the 
cut of two .. practical 
communications courses, 
(Introduction to Television 
, Production and · Writing 
1:loradcast New~). Also, long· 
Imes at pre pre-registration 
every semester reflect a growth 
problem. 
One of Brown's specific goals 
is the addition of a .faculty-in-
residence position. "There is a 
need for more faculty now," 
Brown said. 
According to Brown the 
broadcast courses were limited 
this semester "only because of 
the lack of money to keep part-
time people who teach them. It 
is not our wish to completely 
eliminate the practical 
courses," Brown said. The 
courses are still included in the 
communications major and 
may be reinstituted next year, 
she added. 
Brown, one of four women 
chairs in the liberal arts school 
was appointed to complete the 
three year term of Professor 
Wilburn Sims, who has 
returned to full-time teaching 
and research. Brown will 
remain chairperson until spring 
1984. 
Brown received her 
JEAN BROWN 
\.>uQ; ti 
Bachelor's degree in dance 
from the University of 
Kentucky and her Master's 
degree from Mills College in 
Oakland, Californ!a. In New 
York~ Borwn danced with the 
Alwin Nikolai .. Dance 
Company, performed at the 
Henry Street Playhouse and 
taught private dance lessons 
before teaching three_years at 
the University of Minnesota. 
Brown was then appointed to 
the UNH faculty. 
As chairperson of ThCo 
Brown deals with such issues as 
continuing budget cuts and the 
current freeze on faculty hiring. 
Also, as former chairperson 
of the Celebrity Series, Brown 
has encountered other financial 
problems with working in ihe 
arts. 
Public support for the arts in 
New Hampshire has never been 
large," Borwn said. "This 
outlook comes from a very 
conservative pocket of people." · 
On public support of UNH 
- "It's true that money has 
always been tight in New 
Hampshire and I have seen the 
benefits of a broad based tax (in 
other areas). "But there is a lot 
of resistance." 
Brown said the commun-
ications division is particularly 
hard hit by the freeze in faculty 
hiring • because · the existing 
faculty is so small. Character-
. izing the faculty as "young and 
dedicated," Brown admits that 
tl)ere are just not enough 
people to meet the demand. 
· At the end of last semester, 
we counted 377 declared 
majors." Brown said. "And 
there are still more declaring." 
There are currently nine full-
time faculty members, of which 
only two are tenured. One 
tenured theater professor also 
teaches part-time in the 
communications division. 
While the theater division has 
remained fairly constant in 
size, "There has been a lot of 
turnover," in the communic-: 
ations division. 
With mixed sentiment, 
Brown said that "because the 1 
liberal arts school does not 
limit majors, our doors are 
open. We do need new 
communications faculty- that's 
· known and understood by the 
administration. It's a matter of 
waiting for a new budget," 
Brown said. 
Computer course is popular 
By Dan Landrigam 
Computer Literacy, DCE, a 
course which was first offered 
last semester is gaining popular 
support among the UNH 
community. 
The course has four sections, 
two of which begin at mid-
semester. It is worth two credits 
and is offered on a credit/fail 
basis". The two sections which 
began in January were quickly 
filled; with each section 
containing IO more students 
than the original limit of 55. 
The class combines a 
mixture of continuing 
education students and full 
time under-graduate students. 
About half of the enrollees are 
above the traditional age of 
college students. This causes no 
problems according -to the 
course instructor , Larry 
Labelle. 
The course is not designed 
for computer science majors 
but for those who want to learn 
to cope with the nsmg 
• importance of computers in 
every day life. 
Labelle says the course gives 
the student a good introduction 
and working knowledge of 
what a computer is, how it 
works, its uses in society, and 
· the "basic" program language. 
Labelle described · last 
sem~ster's class as "very 
successful," and said grades 
were "above average." 
This semester will be even 
better because some scheduling 
bugs have been worked out, he 
said. The course will also be 
geared more to the needs of the 
student, because of input from 
last semester's students. 
The statement that some 
companies prefer to hire people 
without prior training in 
computers does not apply to 
people' completing this course, 
Labelle said. Computer 
Literacy provides a base from 
which to start advanced 
· computer training, he said. 
Labelle also said many 
companies are not as 
concerned with the incomapt-
ability of students training to 
the companies methods as they 
are with the fact that a 
previously trained employee 
must be paid more. 
The course, currently funded 
by the Elliott Foundation, ·can 
only be offered for one more 
semester under its status as a 
special topic offering. A course 
can only be offered for three 
semesters as a special topic and 
then it must either be instituted 
as a regular course or be 
dropped. 
WSBE has requested 2 
additional sections of the 
course be offered next semester 
so that business students will 
have a better chance of getting 
the class. 
"As far as I can see it will 




By Jonathan Dowst 
"People will prove that the 
food is good,"said Lee Stevens, 
owner of Lee's Chinese 
Restaurant in Durham. 
Stevens hopes people who 
try Lee's food will return for 
more. But according to his son, 
who works part-time at the 
restaurant, fewer people than 
usual have tried Lee's this 
week. 
"Business seems to have 
slowed," said the Oyster River 
High School student. "We'll 
just keep doing it our way and 
let the _customer compare." 
The younger Stevens 
attributes the slow-down to a 
Letter to the Editor in last 
Tuesday's edition of The New 
Hampshire, (Lee's Food," Feb. 
I, 1983). 
The letter charged that "the 
cooks at Lee's must be high 
masters in the low art of 
Chinese Oil Torture," and 
warned "do not stray too far 
from a rest room after the 
· meal." 
The family Jun restaurant 
opened last November in the 
building previously occupied 
by Del Rossi's Italian 
restaurant. Stevens' wife Ann 
does all the cooking, with the 
help of Stevens and his son. 
The Stevens family came to . 
the United States four years 
ago and opened Tai Chein, 
another Chinese.restaurant, on 
Harvard Square in Boston. 
"But we drove through New 
Hampshire and the White 
Mountains," said the younger 
Stevens, "we liked it here." So 
the family closed Tai Chein two 
years ago and came ti New 
Hampshire. 
Lee's way of cooking is 
different from other Chinese 
restaurants in the area, they 
said. 
"Most other Chine~e 




By Patty Adams 
The Alumni Association is 
again sponsoring two $1500 
awards in recognition of 
distinguished teaching at 
UNH. 
Since 1980, the Alumni 
Association has been awarding 
two faculty members with the 
Distinguished Teaching 
Award, as a way to "encourage 
top teaching." 
It is also a way to "show our 
appreciation of the Faculty at 
the University," said Herbert 
Stebbins, president of the 
Alumni Association. 
"We think its the most 
important thing the Alumni 
renter has done," said William 
AW ARDS, page 8 
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Durham suggested 
I 
Suzanne Byrd and P~tty Walsh laugh about a chance to ski 
around campus during yesterday's blizzard. (Carolyn 
Blackmar photo) 
• • as evacuation site 
By Lisa Prevost 
An evacuation plan 
involving Durham as a host 
community in the event of a 
disaster at Seabrook's nuclear 
power plant would be a "great 
waste of time and money and 
energy" at this point, according 
to Dudley Dudley, executive 
councilor to the Governor. 
Dudley is one of several 
Durham residents who have 
submitted a petitioned warrant 
article which would require a 
Town Meeting vote on any 
evacuation plan proposal. 
Roy Morrison, head of New 
Hampshire Energy Manage-
ment and petition-backer, said 
the choice of Durham as a 
transfer station is a ploy to 
"facilitate the licensing of the 
plant." 
Morrison cited a study done 
by Sandia Laboratories, Inc. 
for the Nuclear Regulatory 
coip.mission (NRC) which se·t 
the zone of prompt fatalities 
(dead within one year) at an 18-
mile radius from Seabrook. 
Durham is within 17 to 18 miles 
of Seabrook. -
"I have asked the CDA for 
that figure (safe evacuatio,n 
time) but have not gotten if• 
yet," she said. 
Sandia's 1982 report entitled 
"Estimates of the Financial 
. Consequences of Nuclear 
Power Reactor · Accidents" 
stated that a major accident in 
Seabrook would cause the 
early fatality of about 7000 
people and the early injuries of 
27,000. The figures do not 
include the transient 
population. 
The Manchester-based 
construction firm of Costello, 
Lamasney, DeNapoli, Inc., 
contracted by the Civil Defense 
Agency, (CDA) approached 
town and University officials 
asking them to set up a 
program allowing evacuated 
Seabrook residents to use 
Durham or the · UNH campus 
as a transfer station in the event 
of a Seabrook nuclear plant 
emergency. 
Sununu initiates new loan plan 
"They're (the CDA) viewing 
Durham as an island of safety," 
Morr.ison said. "Durham 
should be wondering how to 
remove people from Durham." 
Mike Nawoj, Radiological 
Defense Officer for the CDA, 
said Durham is only one of six 
areas being considered as 
reception areas. The others are 
Manchester, Nashua, Salem, 
By Andrea Parker 
The New Hampshire Higher 
Education Assistance Founda-
tion is sponsoring a program to 
provide college students from 
middle and upper income 
families with more loans. 
Last week, Gov. John 
Sununu, . a trustee of the 
Foundation, announced a 1$60 
million bond issue to subsidize 
loans ranging from $3,000 to 
$10,000 a year for college 
students. 
The loans will be available in 
time for people who wish to 
attend school in the fall of 1983. 
At this time, the loans are 
only available to students who 
are going to school in-state. 
However, "we are trying to 
exter_:1d legislation to those who 
would be going outside · the 
state," said Frank Marafiote,, 
spokesman· for the foundation. 
.The foundation is a 
nonprofit, private corporation 
that has provided 80,000 long-
term, low interest loans 
amounting to $150 million 
since 1962. 
The _new loans_! "Alternative 
LOANS, page 28 
Rochester and Dover. - -r 
"Durham is being considered 
simply because the University 
facilities are there," Nawoj 
said. 
EVACUATION, page 5 
Students are interns in Washington, D.C. 
By Consuelo Congreve 
"The Washington, D.C. 
internship is a chance for 
students to work in the real 
world and earn 16 credits for 
it," said Keith Cunningham, a 
senior business major. 
Cunningham worked 40 
hours a week for the Vietnam 
Veteran Memorial Fund in 
Washington. 
"It was a pretty busy place. 
The attitude of the people was 
fantastic," Cunningham said.· 
"Interns are (also) considered 
staff and do no clerical work." 
The Washington Center's 
internshiip program is open to 
second semester juniors and 
seniors. 
Cunningham says he 
-:-ecommends the program to 
:::veryone. He said anyone who 
ts interested should "start 
thinking about it now." 
"At the end of your 
sophomore or beginning of 
your junior year, you shoulcl 
plan your maj(?r and get the 
major course work done, 
because there's so much 
available to do," he said. 
"It's not just for political 
science majors, it applies to all 
majors," he added. 
Cunningham said there were 
240 interns from all 50 states 
when he worked in Washing-
ton. 
Career counselors advise 
interns according to their 
career goals and then place 
them with government 
agencies, law firms and private 
non-profit organizations. 
According t-o Barbara 
Coakley, Washington Center 
campus liason, students have 
_ been placed with organizations 
such as the US Department of 
Commerce, the AFL/ CIO, the 
Smithsonian Institution and 
the National Institutes of 
Health. Special ~reas of 
placement have included 
political affairs, social services, 
women's affairs, labor 
relations, arts, the environment 
and finance. -- :: 
Cun11ingham said, "Th~re 
are a lot of things to do in 
Washington. Students are 
shielded at UNH. They should 
be exposed to the real world." 
"If you'd give me a plane 
ticket, I'd go down there 
tomorrow," he added. 
The internship costs $850 per 
semester plus UNH tuition for 
each student and includes 
· housing within two and a half 
miles of the White House. 
Interns are not paid a salary. 
Cunningham says his 
internship was a valuable job 
INTERNS, page 7 
Young's Restaurant_ 
a·nd ·coffee Shop 
Snow plow. hacks into auto 
48 Main St 
·Durham, N.H. 
Good Food. 
Good Senrice • 
Good Prices • 
What else is there? 
We will have daily specials all 
week Feb. 9th thru Feb. 15th. 
I 
By Cathy McClure 
The University shut down 
Monday afternoon as 15 inches 
of snow fell •on Durham. 
Classes were cancelled for 
the day at 12:00, and the Kari-
Van discontinued services at 
3:15 after snow fell Sunday 
night and all day Monday. 
"The plows have been running 
since early Monday," said 
members of the UNH Division 
of Public Safety. Driving 
conditions were "terrible and 
very slippery" according to the 
Durham Dispatch, although 
no major accidents had been 
reported. 
The safest advice seemed to 
.be "stay inside," according to 
Public Safety. 
The Kari-vans shut down 
"basically because_ of bad road 
conditions," said Kari-Van 
officials. "We've had some 
Kari-Vans that took three 
1hours for rides that nomally 
take an hour and a half. 
N.H. State Police, Durham 
and University Safety 
Do you wanStJMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES 
HIGHER · GRADES ON YOUR -TERM 
PAPERS 
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses of 
154 corporations, 41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with 
openings for summer employment or internships. Order now. Publication 
date February 15, 1983. $5.00 
II 'BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE 
RECORD EXAMINATION - Proven strc:1tegies to.increase your score. 
Many sample questions from previous exams. 228 pages. · $5.00 
.111 INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON " 
ADMISSION PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE ·MANAGEM-ENT 
ADMISSION EXAMINATION - This guide will help! It lists schools that 
accept part-time students, Ct students, those without accounting and the 
very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95. $7.00 ' 
IV BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL 
ADMISSION TEST _:_ (Multistate Bar Examination) - Written by an 
attorney. Actual questions from past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. 
$7.00 
V HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION 
TESTS - The best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 
340 pages. $10.00 
VI THE TERM PAPER KIT - 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology 
to zoology. Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that 
received a grade of · A- or A during the 1982 academic year at the 
University of Arizona or Arizona State University. Ten pages of. rules for 
preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, review 
the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be 
sent to you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They 
are for instructional purposes only. Order the kit and see what top 
students do to get high grades. $10.00 
Mail your order to: University Research Services 
Department 28 
P.O. Box 7739 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 --------------------------------Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 
14 days additional to clear.)-Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or 
more items, we1 will pay all mailing charges. 
Send me items I II Ill IV V VI 
(circle your choice) 
Name. ______________ ~ Price of Books. ____ _. 
Add res._._ _____________ _ Postage _____ , 
City _____ _ 
. . 
Departments were :"focredibly .. anc'e Departme~t, "The 
busy" with calls . a~ _the _roads tu~npike is safe as long as you 
remained covered with snow. drive slowly. We had a little 
"We've been backed up with trouble with one of the ramps 
phone calls. Nothing major, but nothing now." ' 
mostly disabled vehicles and Ray Eski, a dispatcher at the 
cars that have gone off the Newmarket P"olice Department 
road," reported Public Safe~y reported one incident. 
workers late Monday "Just a small accident, 
afternoon. Dover Police nothing serious. Apparently a 
Department had reported "no plow truck backed into a car 
major accidents" as of 4:30 pm out on Cedar Street,'" he said. 
on Monday, though some cars Other than that, Newmarket 
had "slid off the road." streets were .. cleared for 
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MMB'ASSADDR COUNCIL 
University of New Hampshire Alumni Association 
John S. Elliott Alumni Center 
Durham, New Hami,!Mire 03824 
INTERESTED IN· ALUMNI AFFAIRS? 
' I' 
BE A STUDENT AMBASSADOR! . 
COME TO A COFFEEHOUSE AT THE 
ALUMNI CENTER AND MEET 
THE AMBASSADORS 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 8:00 P._M . 
ALL FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATES 




Thermal Underwear Cross Country Skis 
Ski Parkas Fleece Jackets 
Sleeping Bags 
Wool Sweaters & Shirts 
Pullover Shells 
SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 
We are selling our entire stock 
of rental cross country skis 
Ski - w / Binding · 
$29.00 - $49.00 
Complete Package 
$45.00-49.00 ~,--- .~ 
; ~4- -~-
·- ·-.~--::-:- ·.~ ... 
'
_lllildtrnt55 [rilils -- - .-
Peuee BrllOII L•ne · 
Durham. f!!! Harnpsh111 0382• : 
Hours Mon-Frt 9 .5 JO 
Sat 9-6 
., .. ~- Sun•-•~-. ••••• · 
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----EVACUATION---- ,CALEIDAR 
tion in the evacuation-plan is an . 
advantage to communities 
because they will be able to ••get 
"a better handle on their 
capabilities" in any kind of 
emergency. 
Dudley said she objects to 
the lack of discussion about the 
time it would take to get people 
out of the area safely. 
Morrison said the Safety 
radius has been reduced from 
20 miles to IO miles for various 
political reasons. A I 0-mile 
radius outside of Seabrook cuts 
through Portsmouth. 
••1 don't know if they plan on 
evacuating all of Portsmouth 
or only part of it~" Morrison 
said. ••The basic point is that 
radiation doesn't stop. There 
is no magic number of ten 
miles." 
Nawof noted that the 
number is not magic, adding 
that if the indications were that 
Durham residents would feel 
the affects of a nuclear 
accident, other areas would be 
utilized. 
Jane Kaufman, a Durham 
resident for J 9 years; said she 
signed the warrant article 
because she doesn't feel the 
consequences of a nuclear 
emergency have been 
researched enough. 
••Just the fact that they (the 
NRC) keep changing how far 
away it is you have to live to be 
safe gives me an uncomfortable 
feeling," she said. 
Ka u f man i-s esp e c i '111 y 
concerned with the possibility 
of people driving into a •safe' 
area in cars that have been 
exposed to radioactivity. 
••The community has got to 
know what it's getting in to," 
she said. 
One part of a draft plan for 
Portsmouth includes an 
evacuation radio announce-
ment which instructs people 
where to pick up their school 
children (still undetermined), 
where to gather for buses, what 
to take with them and to 
"please drive safely during the 
evacuation." 
"If people are being radiated, 
that's not a plan. We should 
worry about removing the 
RISK, not the people," says 
Morrison. 
The news releases are 
(continu·ed from page 3) 
required in any evacuation plan-develop one that's very specific 
by NRC law, according to for the situation." 
Nawoj, although they might UNH student and Durham 
never be used. resident Morgan J. Rutman 
"This (Portsmouth release) is calls the idea of an evacuation 
very general and perhaps not plan involving , Durham 
very good because it is so ••ridiculous". 
genera I , ,. Na w o j said . ••There's only one road into 
••Depending on how an Durham from Portsmouth,"he 
accident might occur, we mi~~t remarked. 
CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINT,JNG 
... .. ' 
3131 l.afaycttc Road 
Portsmouth. N.H . 03801 
Businesses. club~. organi7.ations 
Hats. totes. golf shirts. sweatshirts 
Many styles available 
'No. or,dei- to'> small 
N.~. PRINTWORKS 
PETER C. GR.EIDER 





Tues. - Fri. 11 :30-5; Sat. 10-4 
659-5634 
__ - ._ ------ ---=- -=--=-~ ~~---------~ ·--- ....... ~·--.... ~ 
TUESDAY, February 8 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
Genji; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Monday-
Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday IO a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and 
Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays. Through 
March 9. 
PRINT SALE: Sponsored by Student Activities. East/ West 
Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Through Feb 9. 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Through Feb. 11. 
JUDITH ARCANA DISCUSSION AND WORKSHOP: The 
author of, '"Every Mother's Son; The Role of Mothers in the Making 
of Men," will discuss her book. Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m. 
Arcana will also lead a workshop on "Mothers and Daughters: A 
Quest," on Feb. 8 in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial 
Union, 2-4 p.m. Those interested in attending the workshop should _ 
- call the Women's Studies Office, 862-2194. 
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs.Brown. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
WR_ESTLING: vs. Plymouth State. Field H~ouse, 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, February 9 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of 
Genji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9. 
PRINT SALE: East/ West Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Through Feb. 11. 
FRENCH LECTURE/FILM SERIES: ''The Battle of Algiers." 
Room 110, Murkland, I & 7 p.m. $1 at the door. 
MASTER CLASS BY RUSSELL SHERMAN: Bratton Recital 
Hall, Paul Arts, 1-4 p.m. Open to observers without charge. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Providence Field House, 7 p.m. 
THURSDAY, February 10 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints ofa Prince: The Tale of 
Genji; and contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9. 
WINTER CARN IV AL: AGR Torch Run, bonfire: and dance in the 
MUB Pub. Sponsored by Student Activities. The Carnival 
continues through Feb. 12. 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Through Feb. 11. 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Robert Hapgood will 
speak on Japanese Theater. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. Paul 
Arts, noon. 
MUSO FILM: "Everything You Always Wanted To Know About 
Sex, But Were Afraid to Ask." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 
& 9_:30 p.m. $ I or season pass. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Auditions for, The 
Chalk Garden, by Enid Bag_nold and directed by Joseph D. 
Batcheller. Room M223, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. Backstage positions 
are available as well as performance roles. Advance scripts are 
available in Room M2I I, Pua) Arts. Auditions continue Feb. 11 in 
Hennessy Theater. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Niagara. Field House, 7:30 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Now Sound Express. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH 
ID/ proof of age required. Admission charged. 
CELEBRITY SERIES: Pianist Russell Sherman. Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, 8· p.m. General $7; UNH faculty/staff $6; UNH 
students/ senior citizens $5. Information and tickets at the Memorial 
Union Ticket Office, 862-2290. All tickets at the door are $7. 
Friday, February 11 
LAST DAY TO ADD COURSES WITHOUT DEAN'S 
APPROVAL AND $10 LATE ADD FEE 
LAST DAY TO CHOOSE PASS/ FAIL GRADING 
ALTERNATIVE 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room 
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
WINTER CARNIVAL: Night of Sin. Memorial Union. The 
Carnival continues through Feb. 12. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Massachusetts. Field House, 4 p.m. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Colby. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Auditions for, The 
Chalk Garden, by Enid Bagnold and directed by Joseph -D. 
Batcheller. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. Backstage 
positions are available as well as performance roles. Advance scripts 
are available in Room M2 l l, Paul Arts. 
MUB PUB: Stillwater Run Band. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH 
ID/ proof of age required. Admission charged. 
UNH. The Whittemore School 
COLD CLINIC . 
IS 
NOW -OPEN! 
Health Service Hood House 
Hours in effect during peak cold seas_on 
is accepting intercollege transfers between Feb. 7 and Feb. 25. 
Information and applications are available at the group meetings scheduled: 
Mondays 7 -8 p.m. (McC 312) 
' Tuesdays 7 -8 p.m. (McC 208) 
Wednesday 3:30-4:30 p.m. (McC 208) 
Thursdays 3:30-4:30 p.m. (McC 314) 
For further information, please stop in the Advisi~g office McC 120 
or call 862-3885. 
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.NOTICES. 
ACADEMIC 
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN 
COMMUNICATIONS?": Sponsored by Liberal 
Arts Advising Center. Tuesday, Feb. 8, Merrimack 
Room, Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m. 
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN 
PSYCHOLOGY?": Sponsored by Liberal Arts 
Advising Center. Thursday, Feb. 10, Merrimack 
Room, Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m. 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
UNH SPRING OLYMPICS COMMITTEE 
MEETING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports. 
Brainstorming sessiori to begin coordination of a 
campu~ wide spring event. Representatives from 
interested departments and organizations are 
encouraged to attend. Tuesday, Feb. 8, 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 
11 a .m. For information, call Ann Roberts, 
Recreational Sports, 862-2031. 
CAREER 
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORK-
SHOP: Sponsored by Career Planning & 
Placement. Video tape, lecture and discussion for 
. employment interviewing preparation. Tuesday, 
Feb. 8, Forum Room, Library, noon. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored by Career: Planning & Placement. 
Students learn how they are coming across during 
on-campus interviews on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Thursday, Feb. IO, Room 203, Huddleston, 
J.:30 to 4:30 p.m. , 
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement. Students receive feedback 
on final draft resumes on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Friday, Feb. 11 , Room 203, Huddleston, 
I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP: Come and join us for a time of worship. 
Wednesday, Feb. 9, Merrimack Room, Memorial 
Union, 6:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade for Christ. A time for fun, fellowship and 
learning. "The Baptism and Fullness of the Spirit". 
Tuesday, Feb. 8, Room 312, McConnell, 7 to 8:30 
p.m. . 
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION 
MEETING: First meeting of the semester. 
Tuesday, Feb. 8, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 
I to 2 p.m. 
ANIMAL INDUSTRIES CLUB MEETING: 
Deadline for Little Royal Livestock Show sign-up; 
· drawing for animals for the show. All new 
members welcome. Wednesday, Feb. 9, Room 212, 
Kendall, 7 p.m. 
FIRESIDE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: 
Presentation of slideshow and information on this · 
semester's trips. Faculty, staff and students are 
welcome. Tuesday, Feb. 8, Room I IO, Murkland, 
7:30 p.m. 
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Tuesday, Feb. 8, Grafton Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. . 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: All interested students wefoome: 
Thursday, Feb. IO, Room 104, Conant, I p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
SPECIAL TOPICS SERIES: Topic will be 
SPELL, an easy to use interactive spelling checker 
on the DEC I 0. It contains large built-in dictionary 
of words to compare to sords found in any text file . 
Automatic correction and/ or user controlled 
correction is possible. Friday, Feb. 11 from 2 to 4 
p.m. 
WORDSTAR WORDPROCESSING PRO-
GRAM FOR CP/ M MICROS - 1,2: Two session 
course provides an introductory view of Word star, 
a CP / M compatible, text editor on a 
microcomputer. · Video editing, formatting an_d 
printing will be discussed in detail. Monday, Feb. 
14 and Wednesday, Feb 16 from IO a.m. to noon: 
Fee: $4. 
BEGINNING SOS: Provides instruction in 
creating and editing files on the DECIO using the 
line-oriented editor, SOS. Prerequisite is 
Beginning Timesharing. Monday, Feb. 14 from 2 
~o 4:30 p.m. Fee $2. 
COUNSELLING & TESTI_NG CENTER 
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS 
SUPPORT GROUP:Sponsored hr Counselling& 
Testing Center. An ongoing weekly support group 
for victims of rape and sexual assault to share 
feelings and common concerns. Thursday, 
beginning Feb. 10, Schofield House, 1:30 to 3:30 
p.m. For more information contact Ellen Becker, 
862-2090. 
COUNSELLING & TESTING WEDNESDAV' 
NIGHT SERIES WORKSHOP: Lopmg wn:n 
Stress - Tom Dubois. Wednesday, Feb. 16, 
Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m. For further 
information, call 862-2090. 
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS . GET 
TOGETHER: Sponsored by Counseling & . 
Testing. Tuesday, Feb. 15, Commuter Lounge, 
Memorial Union, 4 to 6 p.m. For more 
information and child care reservtions, call 
Cynthia Shar, Coordinator of Special Programs, 
862-2090. 
GENERAL 
STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING -
(S.A.D.D.) ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: 
Sponsored by Health Services. Wednesday, Feb. 9, 
Conference Room, Hood House, 4 p.m. For more 
information, contact Steve at 862-1987. 
COMMUTER & TRANSFER STUDENTS 
ONGOING ORIENTATION GROUPS: Two 
groups, each six weeks long, will provide the 
opportunity for commuter and transfer students to 
meet and discuss issues of interest. One group will 
meet Tuesdays, beginning Feb. 15 from 12:30 to 2 
p.m., Carroll Room, Memorial Union. The.second 
group will meet Thursdays, beginning Feb. 17 
from 12:30 to 2 p.m., Notch Room, Memorial 
Union. For more information and signing up, 
contact the Commuter/transfer Center, 2-3612, by 
Feb. 11. 
MUSO film series presents ... . 
Everything you always wanted to know about sex* 
*but were afraid to ask 




Prepase yourself for a recklessly absurd look at 
· sex as only Woody Allen could conceive. A · 
discussion of the birds and bees was never this 
hilarious! I 
.• ,< ,,,r:~:m,,,-:.,,,,,,~,,,:,t:~~~m,,:. :<.,, ..... ,,,,,,,, .. ,.,,. · · · · .~w1:m:::i:!~=!:!!, 
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--COMPUTER--
< c-~ntinued from page 2) 
become a permanent course,'' 
said Labelle. 
The final decision will be 
made by the Computer 
Literacy Committee. 
Labelle said he would like to 
see Computer Literacy 
supplemented with several 
other modules which would 
cover topics such as the use of 
applications programs ..(pre-
written programs) and the 
operation of word processors. 
Because of high enrollments, 
the course is presently paying 
for itself and Labelle said he 
hopes to receive further 
funding from the Elliott 
Foundation to buy more 
hardware. · 
. Concerning the recent four 
·percent cut in spending Labelle 
says, "We're all having to pay 
for that." 
Included among the students 
in the class is Andy Merton, 
assoc. prof. of English. 
Merton, a journalism teacher, 
left _writing before computers 
and word processors replaced 
typewriters. 
Merton said m order to 
better advise his students 
concerning which courses 
would be useful to them he 
should be up to date on what is 
being expected of journalists 
today and this includes using 
computers. 
"In some cases, I'm catching 
up with my students," he said. 
Merton is also studying 
computers to aid him in writing 
and said he would like to see 
some video display units 
purchased for the English 
Department. 
Assoc. Dean Bill Kidder, of 
the Dean of Students Office is 
also taking the course. 
Since all judicial records are 
being transfered to computer 
files, Kidder said if he knows 
how to use a computer, he will 
save time and money. 
Kidder also said the use of 
computers_ and word proces-
sors in the office will allow 
work to be done in less time and 
will enable him to better and 
more efficiently serve the 
students. 
HELP FIGHT 
Bf RTH DEFECTS 
AT 
NORMAN'S 
H 11 R STYLIN& 
We've lowered . 
our prices 
1----------------~ 
1 Shampoo, I I Cut & Blow Dry I 
I Regular $12.00 I 
I Now $19.00 I 
I (with coupon) I 
L-~------~------J ~----------------1 I 
1 Perms I 
I I 
I Regular $35.Q0 1 
I I 
I Now $25.00 I 
I I I ( with coupon) I 
-----------------1 
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. ( continued from page 1) 
programs. This will not effect offer programs and deg-;:-e~s=--program. They'll look at eighT 
degree programs at all," he that they enrolled in," Harter standards including curricu-
s aid. "This is just an said. lum, facilities and administra-
administrative reorganization. ' The Society of American tion." 
There is not going to be any Foresters (SAF) which • Haaland says he hopes the 
academic reorganization. The approves national accredita- new department will be 
same courses will be available tion of the UNH program will functioning by July. 
to students." review the program in April However, changes must still 
The changes are being ;nade when it visits UNH. be approved by the University 
in response to some concerns In addition to meeting with System board of trustees, 
about the administrative the faculty and administrati'on, Administrative Board, and 
structure of the forestry Haaland said, "They (SAF) Educational Policy Commit-
program, Haaland said. will review the whole forestry tee. 
"It's being done in order to 
provide a more permanent role 
for forestry in the University," 
he said. 
INER has 376 undergradu-
ates enrolled in its programs. 
Eighty seven are in forestry and 
51 are in wildlife. Almost half 
of the INER 's faculty are in the 
forestry program. 
As a result of the new 
proposal there is a question 
about under which college 
hydrology and soil majors will 
be placed. 
"It depends on where the 
faculty are (placed)," said 
Haaland. 
Professor of Hydrology and 
Soil, Gordon Byers said, 
"Right now we're working on 
it." He refused to comment 
further on the situation. 
Associate Professor of Soil 
Chemistry Robert Harter said 
that soil and hydrology majors 
should not be overly 
concerned. 
'.'There should be no effect on 
any student already here. 
Depending on the catalogue 
under which they entered 
UNH, we've got to be able to 
. ' ., 
r INr~RNS--, 
( continued from page 3) 
experience. 
The first thing people ask 
him in a job interview, he says, 
is "tell me ab'out Washin.gton. 
'"I came back to UNH _with a 
different attitude," he added. "I 
felt more attuned to the world." 
Susan Garvey, senior 
program associate for the 
Washington Center, Coakley 
and several former interns will 
be holding an informational 
meeting Wed., Feb 9 at 4 p.m. 
in room 312 of McConne~!:_ _ _ 
ICE-
< continued from page 30) 
was an easy victory for the 
'Cats. Scoring in order of 
occurance was Kip Porter, 
Stearns, Laura Brown(2), \. 
Cindy McKay, Arey, Balducci, 
Sara McKay, Stearns again, 
and Chery\ -~~-~der. 
. Kazmaier, playing two 
periods, had 8 saves and goalie 
Carol Sylvia's third period play 
gave her 8 also. 
CROSSWORD 
ANSWERS 
I T N 
L I · E 
E M E. S 
D E A R S E R T 
Ross University 
Schools of Medicine 
. and Veterinary Medicine 
Now accepting applications for study leading to 
degree in both Medicine and Veterinary Medicine. 
Courses taught in English. Progr~ms under guidance 
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum. 
Transfer students accepted. Semesters begin March . 
and July 1983. We are an accredited school and listed 
in W.H.O. and affiliated with U.S. hospitals for 
clinical rotation. Direct inquiries to: 
Ross University 
Portsmouth, Dominica, W.I. Attention: Mr. Butler 
or Caribbean Admissions, Inc. 
16 Wes-132 Street, New York, N.Y.10001 
(~,···mw·xHEARTI 
t, 
All With Hearts at --




Single ST-25or Rd. Executive · 
Complete Vision Bifocals Bifocals 
with 
0 g g: Frames and Lenses 
With Glass s30 s40 s45 Lenses_ 
With Plastic s30 s45- s52 Lenses 
•Om hour Nl'Vlce ·on many ,prNCrlptlona. 
•Pwwcllptlol• filled, ...._ dupl ...... 
•Cuatoln lw tinting, repaln 8 acllw .. b-1.--1ntata. 
*Wide selection ·of men's, women's, chltdren's, 
contemporary ' frames. Tints, oversize and 
stronger prescriptions slightly extra. With de- • 
signer & metal frames $10 more . . 
ILUNETTE OPTIQUEI 
LICENSED. OPTICIANS 
488 CENTRAL AVE., DOVER 749-2094 • 
20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS 




8½ X 11" 




American Optometr:ic · 
Association 
For the Highest Quality 
Contact Lenses and 
Vision Care 
Dr. Alie and Dr. Menard 
( 
476 Central Ave. 
Dover, N. H. 03820 
603-742-5719 
_ Jenkins Court 
Durham, N.H. 03824 
603-868-1012 
,fi i'11lt1 NHli Mb 
REEL SALE 
Shetlands-wools-ski's · 
from $12.99 · 
. values to $35 
RUGBY SHIRTS 




LEVIS CORDUROYS l 
our complete _s~-9ck 
sizes 28-38 
now $15.99 
2 for $30 
CHAMOIS SHIRTS 
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SI PARU 
~· ~fl) 
ASK FOR (603) 742-3647 
PETER BROOKS ------AWARDS-----
TRI-CITY SUBARU, INC. 
ROUTE. 16 QUALITY 
SOMERSWORTH. NH 03878 USED CARS 
"someone to talk to" 
Cool Aid will be training 
new members 
Sat. 9-12 am & Sun 1-3 pm 
in the Devine Lounge. 
·. For more info call 
862-2293 
between 6 & 12 pm 
:\1:~~f;Jr..,~ ~~-.;~-: -~":·_ 
: . < ·~ . I 
Rothwell, director of Alumni 
Affairs. "It brings together 
faculty and alumni in a 
common goal." 
Nominations are solicited 
from faculty, administration, 
Across from the bandstand 
Downtown Exeter · 
· ( continued from page 3) 
staff, students, parents, and 
alumni. Nomination forms are 
distributed throughout the 
campus, and everyone is 
encouraged to fill them out. 
'"We've had a very good 
Raumap.rn 
· Nonnpan Yam 
MacAualan Shetland o 
Mohair • Angora 
Candide • Cottons 
Tahld • Manos 
*Anny Blatt• . 
reaction from students,,; said 
Rothwell. 
Last year there were just 
under 300 nominations 
received by the Selection 
Committee. The committee is 
made up of two faculty 
members, two students, and an 
individual appointed by the 
president of the University. 
There is also one alumni who 
serves as Chair of the 
committee; this years Chair is 
Valerie England. 
"Of all the committee's we're 
involved with, this one (the 
selection committee) is the 
most serious," said Rothwell. 
They have already met 15-20 
times and nominations are still 
being accepted, according to 
Rothwell. 
The nominations will be 
accepted until March I. At that 
time the committee compiles a 
list of nominations and asks 
. two colleagues of the nominee 
for evaluations. 
The department head then 
sends out letters to twelve 
people who have taken a class 
by the professor. The letters are 
sent to six people on campus, 
four alumni, and two graduates 
and contain an, in depth 
questionaire concerning the 
nominee. 
The final selection is made by 
the committee. The awards are 
presented at the Hon ors 
Convocation on May I, 1983. 
The New 
· Hampshire 
The Record (and Video) 
Room The name 












Blank Music Cassettes 
TDK DC 90 - 2 Pack 
Ad 90 - 2 pack 
MAXELL UD 90 - 2 pack 
UDXL II 90 - 2 pack 
"Coming Soon" 
Video tape rentals and sales 
-Ask about our video club-












Wednesday Feb. 9, 1983 
8 pnito 10 pn1 
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Advertisement Advertisement 1 Advertisement 
Try .something new at .... 
Dining Room 
Specials! 
Friday nite - Seafood Platter $7.25 
Choice of Potato/Salad 
Saturday Nite - Prime Rib $7.75 
Choice of Potato/Salad 
SAF Organization 1983-84 Budget Proposals 
. Advertise~~nt . 
The Student Activity Fee Council (SAFC) and the 
Student Senate have begun the process of evaluating 
student organization budgets and funding requests. 
SAFC meets Tuesday and Thursday from 12:30to 2:00 
p.m. and Wednesday nights from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in 
the Grafton room in the MUB. The Senate meets in 
McConnell 212 at 6 p.m. on Sunday nights. All 
meetings are open to the public. 
Appearing on the followjng pages are the budget · 









TOTAL INCOME $41,941.tm• 
EXPENSES: 
Awards $ 160.00 













Business Mgr. 300.00 
Asst. Bs. Mgr. 50.00 
Parlimentarian 100.00 
Pub. Inf. Officer 250.00 
Pers. Officer 100.00 
Conference: 
National 2@ 550 1,000.00 
Regional 2@ 50 0 
E\ections 
ELection Subsidy 






































































































































-$ 50. 00 
-$ 100.00 
+ 1,100.00 








The Student Senate is the governing body and voice' 
of the student population at the University of New 
Hampshire. Senators are elected and they represent 
each of three living situations. Each residence hall has 
one senator and there i·s appropriate commuter and 
Greek system representation. 
The senate is divided into seven councils that each 
address a unique facet of student life. The councils 
deal with life in the residence halls, off-campus living, . 
academic policies, financial activities of the University, 
student organizations, student services, and external 
University relations. It provides students with a wide 
range of opportunities to get involved with their 
governance system whether it is on campus, or in 
Concord, our state capitol. 
The Student Senate is responsible for determining 
and regulating the Student ActivHy Fee and also 
provides students with professional legal advice free 
of charge. 
During the past year some of the major 
accomplishments of the Student Senate were: 
-a rebat~ on the energy ·surcharge 
-establishment of new calendar guidelines 
-addressing the concerns of lighting on campus -
-investigating the possibility of pollutants in 
College Brook 
· -improving communication with University 
administration 
We encourage participation in all activities and 
welcome your ongoing input regarding all university 
matters. We look forward to another successful year 
and your role in it. 
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*m~st come before SAFC for approval 
STUDENT PRESS 
FY 1983-84 -Budget Request 
Budget Statement Bud!et 
Line Items 1981-82 1'981-82 198 -83 
INCOME 
SAF 20,664 20,664 30,705 
PYR 2,500 
Ad Income 744.40 10,772 
Investment 750 2,264.04 750 
Dean of Students 
Total Income ~ 2,J:,72.44 ~ 
EXPENSE 
Catalyst (2 issues) 
3500 copies/Printing 4,800 3,625.95 7,500 
/Typeset tin! 300 277.37 300 
Aegis (2 issues 
2,025.60 4,800 2,000 copies/Printing5,000 
/Typesetting 250 
Commentary (1 issue) 
225.75 250 
1,750 1,500copies/Printing 1,300 
/Typesetting 150 150 
Visual Arts(1 issue) 
3000 copies/Printing 3,000 5,000 
/Typesetting '100 100 
Celestial Visions (2 issues) 
0 1500 copies/Printing 0 
/Typesetting 0 0 
Commuter Advocate (26 issues) 
5000 copies/Printing 0 10,000 
/Typesetting 0 1,5PO 
Coml!ensation 
Direcbor 500 500 700 
Business Manager 400 400 550 
Production Manager 320 32~ 400· 
Typesetting Manager 0 
Photo Director 300 300 200 
Catalyst Editor 300 300 300 
Catalyst Assistant Editor 100 100 150 
~ Editor 300 300 300 
Assistant Editor175 175 150 
isu 1 Arts Editor 150 
Visual Arts Assistant Editor 0 
Celestial Visions .Editor 0 
Celestial Visions Assistant Editor 0 
Commuter Advocate: Editor-in-Chief 400 
News Editor 300 
Arts & Features 200 
Photo Editor 200 
Production Manager 300 
Assistant Production Manager 0 






Proposed Budget Change 
. 













































UNH WOMEN'S CENTE-R CONCEPT 
The Women's Center is a collectively run student 
organization that provides women and men with a 
library of reference materials, offers referral services 
for health and counseling needs, and provides 
educational wo~kshops and forums (that a discussion 
period) that focus on feminist issues. Since the 
Women'? Center is r-un 'by UNH students, it prov.ides 
the opportunity to learn new skills in such areas as 
cooperation, organization, peer counseling, and 
programming. The Women's Center also offers 
interested recognized student organizations 
counsulting in collective management. 
·11 sruae•nht'Press 
A PUBLISHING ORGA~IZATION. 
Aegis Catalyst Commuter Advocate Special Projects 

















































Publicity and Advertising 
-- Advertising 400 









VDT Maintenance O 
Typewriter Maintenance 0 
Stat Camera Repair 0 
Graphi,: .lrt■ Editor 75 
Paid Entrie■ 1,000 
FIB 



































~ 0 ;r,mM' 
The purpose of the Student Press is to provide an 
alternative medium for UNH students to gain 
experience in journalism, creative writing, advertising 
and graphic design. Staff members will gain valuable 
· leadership and management skills througn the 
production of The Commuter Advocate, a weekly issue 
oriented news magazine which emphasizes news 
pertaining to the commuter and non-traditional 
student body; Aegis, a fiction and poetry journal; 
Catalyst, a non-fiction journal; World; Celestial Vision, 
a photographic and/or graphic arts journal. 
In addition, the UNH Student Press offers technical 
advice and assistance to any non-SAF organization 
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Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement 
81-82 81:..82 82-83 63-84 
INCOME · BUDGET ~ ~ PROPOSED 
Arts/Lectures $ 5,000.00 $ 4,582.31 $ 9,500.00 $ 9,500.00 
Films 14,400.00 13,870.89 15,650.00 14,900.00 
Investment Income 283.00 
Jazz 1,021.50 
PhdtofDarkroom 6,500.00 3,3po.oo 6,500.00 6,500.00 
' Pub Progranuning 35,550.00 23,lb7.91 29,000.00 25,375.00 
PYR 
Miscellaneous 
SAF Overage -o- -o- -o-
Student Activities 1,000.00 1,doo.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 
SAF 491340.00 491340.00 581568,00 62 1 825.20 




Arts/Lectures $ 15,000.00_ $ 13,502.13 $ 22,500.00 $ 22,500.00 
Films 21,900.00 18,632.10 21,650.00 22,850.00 
Pub Progranuning 45,550.00 31,380.19 47,000.00 43,250.00 
Special ·'Projects -o- -o- -o- 1,872.00 
WUNH 
Primarily we are a service organization, providing 
the most up-to-date information and news concerning 
our community. We strive for diversity or 
programming, endeavoring to provide something for 
each of our listeners. In addition, WU NH-FM strives to 
maintain the highest levels of professionalism in its 
broadcasting. We will provide the opportunity f~r 
interested University students to come in contact with 
all the phases of mass communication through on-
the-job tr;;3ining. 
• Advertisement Advertisement 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
MEMORIAL UNION STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Advertisement Advertisement 
~ OPERATING AND ADMINISTRATION. 
81-82 81-82 82-83 
Advertisement 
83-84 -o-
~ ~ ~ PROPOSED ~ 
-750~ 
Conference/travel$ 700.00 $1,187.95 $ 1,140.00 $ 1,290.00 $ +.150. 00 
Jazz 158.40 -o-
Maiiing 600.00 493.11 600.00 600.00 -o-
-o-
Maintepance/Equipt.6365.00 6;209.58 2',528.op 2,678.20 +150.20 
-3625.00 
Photo/Dark.room 6500.00 1 , 994:; 98 -, 6,500.00 ~ 6,500.00 -o-
Publicity 7000.00 9,741.13 9,600.00 9,800.00 +200.00 
Office Supplies 750.00 921.99 750.00 750.00 -o-
-o-
Salary 5625.. 00 5,352.50 6,150.00 6,150.00 -0-
-o-









Fund Raising I 
Investment 
P.Y.R. 
MUSO CONCEPT 1983-84 
MUSO's primary responsibility is to develop student 
programs for the University community is the 
Memorial Union Building. _It also helps develop sound 
student leadership through the planning and 
execution of these programs. 
The purpose of MUSO is to provide for the 
organization and administration of cultural, 
educational, and social activities such as popular and 
entertaining films, arts (i.e., available theatre, dance, 
and exhibits), lectures, symposia, photography and 
darkroom instruction, diversified MUB programming 
with a pub atmosphere (which will include a dance 
floor, alcohol served and tables and chairs provided), 
and various events and services upon request from the 
University community. 
PROJECTED INCOME 
81-82 81-82 82-83 8~84 
BUOOET ACTUAL BUDGET PROPOSAL 
0000.00 s:,000.00 . 14000.00 







S.A.F. 48,213.00 48,303.00 45,:,61.96 52,157.26 6795.30 
Underwriting 10,000.00 5875.50 sooo.oo 5000.00 0000.00 
Program Guidew ------- ------- ------- 3200.00 3200.00 
'IDTAL INCOME 158,231.00 55,876.53 · 58,361.96 64,357.26 4995.30 
WUNH-»f ESTIMATED EXPENSF.S FOR 1982:84 
81-82 ·81-82 82-83 83-84 
BUOOET ACTUAL BUIXlET PROFOSAL CHANGE· 
Business Supplies 11135.00 1357.69 $1416.00 · $1426.00 I 10.00 
Capital F,quipment 11,115.00 42o6.71 6550.00 9659.00 3109.00 
Conventions 560.00 702.82 550.00 560.00 10.00 
Engineering 4778.00 2505.03 5784.oo 5722.00 (62.00) 




Music 1680.00 2545.00 865.00 , 
Music Fees 270.00 614.67 449.00 650.00 201.00 
News 4798.00 4o?8.8Q 5952.00 5926.00 (26.oo) 
Postage ·941.00 797.45 924.00 976.00 52.00 
Power 1900.00 1872.7d 2172.00 1920.00 (252.00) 
Production . 363.00 211.8~ 222.50 229.00 6.50 
Prof. Engineer 5980.00 4439~25, 5720.00 5720.00 o.oo 
Program Guides ------- ------- -------- 3200.00 3200.00 
Programming 1314:oo ·13i6:30 1704.00 800.00 (904.oo) 
Public Affairs 100.00 72.64 100.00 100.00 0000.00 
Publicity 1180.00 1454.70 1238.00 1395.80 157.80 
Salaries 7450.00 5417.50 6750.00 6750.00 0000.00 
Secretarial 3905.00 2098.71 871.00 871.00 0000.00 
Snow Removal 6o.oo ------- 100.00 100.00 0000.00 
.Sports 3310.00 3470.70 3330.00 3900.00 570.00 
Subscriptions 472.00 . 181.00 462.00 328.00 (134.00) 
Telephone 6012.00 5232.84. 6338.00 6410.00 72.00 
Tower Paintirig 0000.00 1025.00 ' .300().00 --------
Travel . 450.00 47.20 450.00 250.00 (200.00) 
'IDTAL $58,213.00$49,204.38$58,361.96 $64,357.26 $ 5807.30 
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Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement Advertise_ment Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement 
The New Hampshire 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
~;;. 
Lint u~ma -Biaii:t H~illii . B!aiih ~~si~aal Qbmg1 
INCOME 
Classified Ads $2,080 $ 2,496.09 . $ 2,080 2,500 + 420 
Investment J,500 2,8J0.04 J,500 J,000 soo 
Loan (WNH) 2,0J6 2,037.70 -0-
Regular Ads 46,200 10,380.78 55,000 -68,000 +1),000 
Reserves 9,000 7,193.64 10,000 12,000 + ~ ,000 
SAP 24,750 24,750.00 17,905 0 ,687 - 4,218 
Subscriptions 800 448.00 800 1.000 + 200 
TOTAL INCOME iSZ.,~oo in~.1~3. 23 ;B9,2B3 $100,lB'? +10 ,902 
EXPENSES 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 1983-84 Concept 
Ad Commission 1,860 3,381.77 2,585 2,720 + 1J5 The purpose of The New Hampshire, a semi-weekly 
Capital Equipment 1,000 884.20 -o- • -_ 0- .. -~ 
Cartoons 1,000 ~6.15 1,000 1,000 -0- student run newspaper at thE: University of New 
Compensation, 1,000 Hampshire, is two-fold: Editor-in-chief _ 1,000 1,000.00 1,000 -o-
Managing Editor 2 1,250 1,250.00 1,250 1,250 -o- 1. To provide the University community with news, 1,250 News Editor 2 1,250 1,}50.00 625 - 1,250 -0- opinion, and advertising. Features Editor 590 00 •. 00 625 -0-
Photo Editor 2 _ 800 200.00 800 800 -0- 2. To provide students with experience in the many 
Sports Editor 650 50.00 650 625 25 aspects of journalism. 
Business Mha.ger 750 750.00 750 700 so The New Hampshire will be distributed free to Copy Editor 400 300.00 400 -0- 400 
Circulation, Mgr JOO J00.00 JOO 400 + 100 members of the University community throughout the 
Asst Busin Mgr 175 -0- 125 400 + 275 academic year. Editorial Asst 400 400.00 JOO JOO -0-
Billing Seer. 4-50 450.00 450 -0- 450 
Graph1cs Mgr :..o- -0- 500 500 -o-
Forum Editor · -0- -0- 200 100 100 
Reporters J,000 2,989.15 J,000 J,000 -o-
Photographers 1,000 1,000.00 1,200 1,200 -0-
Copyreaders 2,496 1,277.25 1,404 1,749 + 345 
Equip/Rep & Maint J,160 3,179.42 J,160 J,500 + 340 
Insurance -0- -o- -o- JOO + JOO 
Mailing & Circ. 1,900 1,878,77 2,900 2,900 -o-
Photo Supplies 5,470 5,)86.lJ 3,500 J,500 -o-
Printing J7,600 44,942.38 41,7J6 50,410 + 8,674 
Productions 4,212 ~,871. 20 5,200 5,565 + J6S 
PYRs -0- ,762.80 -0- -o- -o-
Supplies J,225 3~7J9.66 4,500 5,000 + 500 
Telephone J,000 3,728.12 J,JOO J,900 · + soo 
Travel J,QOO 2,J26.47 J,JOO ,,JOO -o-
Typists ·41J68 41206.02 J1200 122J + J2J 
TOTAL EXPENSES $84,J66 $10J,?72~)1 $89,285 $100,187 +10,902 
STUDENT COMMITTEE ON POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT 
PROPOSED 1983-84 BUOOET 
81-82 81-82 82-83 83-84 
Budget Item Budget Actual ~t Prop0sed Change 
Inccme 
$42.gt6 ·SAF $41,675 $41,675 $49,500 - $5554 
EXPENSES 
Capitol F4t1ii:ment $ 3635.00 $ 2344.72 $ 8660.00 $ 1756.00 - $6904 
SCOPE CONCEPT 1 983-84 
Qmrunications $ 350.00 $ 233.24 $ 200.00 $ 200.00 nc 
I. The purpose of SCOPE is to provide the best possible Ccmpensation $ 3150.00 $"2625.00 $ 3050.00 $ 2900.00 - $ 200 
POPULAR entertainment as well as ethnic, cultural, Concerts $29,000.00 $34,238.67 $32,000.00 $32,000.00 nc 
and traditional music, with the focus on enhancing the 
social and educational experiences of memebers of Royalties $ 1000.00 $ 1000.00 $ 1000.00 $1000.00 nc 
the University Community. Conference $ 1500.00 $ 1723.10 $1500.00 $ 1500.00 nc 
11. SCOPE will act as primary promoter of these musical 
and concert events at all levels, and provide students t:effice Supplies $ 450.00 $ 418.95 $ 450.00 $ 450.00 nc 
with the opportunity to be involved in this production to Postage $ $" $ 50.00 $ 50.00 nc 
the highest degree possible. 
Publications $ 190.00 $_; 
111. SCOPE will maintain complete professionalism in 
174.00 $ 190.00 $ 190.00 nc 
all of its productions and maintain the integrity of the 
- Repair/Maint. $ 400.00 ~ 263.60 $ 400.00 $ 400.00 nc 
relationship between the University and the Music ' 
Industry at large. 
':telephone $ 2000.00 $ 1724.82 $2000.00 $ 2000.00 nc 
Production $ 500.00 + $500.00 
Total Expenses $41,675 $44,746.10 . $49,500 $42,946.00 - $ 5554.00 
Current PYR Is $17,164.83 
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STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE ORGANIZATIONS 
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824 
OFFICE OF THE BUSINESS MANAGER 
.._ Ei..FC 
F'?1982-83 BUDGET nE~UEST · 
8'!-S2 EUDGE'l' 
::1::.ur.t A::c •·ti.:. 5'JC .00 
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1,iJJ1.So 
Outstanding Loans: SJ Overage 
S'l'VN o~es installment 2 14,088.85 
WNH OWea installment i 13,399.46 
· ffiJSO owes ~natalloent £ 11,489.20 
Student Television Network 
FY 1983-84 Budget Request 
~ 81-82 Budset 81-82 Actual 82-83 Budset 83-84 fudg:et 
SAF $12,800.00 $1i,45l.86 $22,573.85 $33, 29.80 H·u; $ , .95 
Loan 15,565.00 . (15,565.00) 
Other 






(3) ••• ~ •••••••• 
(4) •••••••••••• 








Tech. Dir •••••• 
Bus. Mgr ••••••• 
News Dir ••••••• 
Prod. Mgr •••••• 
Prog. Mgr •••••• 
Pub. Dir ••••••• 
Gen. Mgr ••••••• 
Total •••••••••• 
·ng ineering •••••• 
onference ••••••• 
nsurance •••••••• , 
::-eduction ••••••• 
3/4 20 min .•••• 
3/4 60 min ••••• 
1/2 60 min .•••• 
Reel/Reel •••••• 
Materials •••••• 
Total . . . 
ublicity •••••••• 
pee. Proj ••••••• 
rogramming •••••• 











300. 00 •••••• 
820.00 •••••• 






250. 00 •••••• 
400.00 •••••• 
1,116.66 .•••.• 
695, 55 •• • . ••. 
510. 75 •••••• 
550.00...... 519.04 ••.•.• 
250.00...... 246.20 •••••• 
150.00 •••••• ___ 8~9~·~0 ___ 4 •••••• 
950.00...... 854.28 •••••• 
2,000.00 ••••• ~ 1,141.07 •••••• 
100.00 ••• ~ •• 
2,000.00 •••••• 799.50 •••••• 
100,00 •••••• $ 
4,935.00 •••••• 
350.00 •••••• 
. 350.00 ••• ~ •• 
300.00 •••••• 
300. 00 •••••• 
; 300.00 •••••• 
t 300. 00 •••••• 
~ 400.00 •••••• 












100.00 •••••• $ 
5,350.00 •••••• 
2,955.00 .••••• 
4 ",440.00 . ••••• 






138.95 •••••• ____ _ 






Joo·. oo •.•••• 
50.00 


















Expenses 81-82 Budset 
a: 
81-82 ACt)lal 82-83 Budge.t 83-84 Budget Change 
Supplies . 
Office ••••••••• $ 
Telephone •••••• 
Total •••• .- ·: •••• 
Travel ••••••••••• 
Type. Mainten •••• 
SAFO Loan 
-?- •••••• $ 
- .?- •••••• 
750.00 •••••• 
200.00~ ••••• 
· Payback ••• ~ •••. • ____ _ 




450.00 •••••• $ 
500.00 •••• -•• 
950.00 •••••• 
200. oo •••••• 
4,088.85 •••••• 
450.00 •••••• $ 
500.00 •• ; ••• ____ _ 
950.00 •••••• 
200.00 ...... . 
so.co •••••• _50.00 
4,088.85 •• ~ ••• ____ _ 
Total •• • ••••••••• $12,800.00 •••••• $11,451. 86· •••••• $22,573.85 ••••.• $33,829.80 •• ! .' •• $11,255.95 
SAFO 
The Student Activity Fee Organizations Business 
Office serves the accounting functions for SAF funded 
organizationsrAt the end of each ye~r the SAFO draws 
up an annual report summarizing the financial activity 
of each organization. This past year is the third year the 
SAFO has been funded by the student activity fee. 
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 
(1) JVC KY-1900 CHL 10 color camera 
(2) Sony V0-4800 3/4" portable deck 
f3) Sony SEG 2000 portable color switcher 
(4) 12 Bogen 3065 tripods and heads at $349 ea. 
(5) Lowel Tl-90 light kit 
(6) 16 Lowel EMO Tota Lamps at $35 ea. 
(7) 16 Power Sonic PS1230/60 batteries at $55 ea. 
(8) Sony LC-2006 Carry Case 
(9) 12 Electro Voice 635A Dynami~ Omnidirectional mies at $92 ea. 
(10) Technics ~A-104 stereo receiver 
S.T.V.N. CONCEPT 
The purpose of the Student Television Network shall 
be to provide interested students with 1 an opportunity 
to gain practical and educational experience with 
small format television. STVN shall provide free use of 
•a 1 /2" protable video tape unit to any S.A.F. paying 
undergraduate and shall offer small format television 
workshops during the year which will be open to any . 
student at UNH. STVN shall also provid_e entertaining 
and edycational television programming which will 
include a weekly news show, popular movies on 
videocassette and other student produced 
programming free of charge for all students. As a long 
term goal, STVN shall strive to provide programming to· 
a broader audience located' outside of the Memorial 
Union Building. 
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3) Refund . to 
Expense 
4) Reserves 


























4) Conference and Travel 
5) Insurance 






















































































































3,750 2,158.13 4,000 (3,200) 4,000 
5,544 203.78 6,000 (5,500) 6,500 
600 484.87 800 (500) 800 
-o- -o~ -o- (-O-) 900 





























Cool-Aid, Inc., is a crisis intervention hotline, drop-in 
center and referral service. The purpose of Cool-Aid is 
to provide these services through telephone and/or 
perso_nal contact for the University community. Our 
aim is to assist the caller or drop-in during a crisis, in 
an effort to aid him/her in returning to a normal level 
of functioning. We also provide callers with referals for 
further counseling or other professional assistance. In 
addition, we offer the students of UNH a telephone 
tapeline service which enables the caller to acquire 
information· and understanding about various topics of 
interest or concerns which may be affecting his or her 
life. (This service is jointly sponsored by Cool-Aid and 
the Counseling and Testing Center.) Membership is 
open to all students· who successfuly completed the 
training program. Cool-Aid provides its members with 


































GRANITE CONCEPT 1983-84 
The Granite, an entirely student run publication, 
shall provide the University community with a 
yearbook that gives the student body the opportunity to 
express the feelings, memories, and events of the 
University year through literary, artistic, and creative 
illustration. The Granite provides the student body 
with opportunities to gain experience in the fields of 
Production, Business, Photography, Journalism, 
Administration, and Advertising. The Granite is open 
to any undergraduate student at the University of New 
Hampshire. 
Actual Budgeted Budgeted 
81-82 82-SJ 8J::§ft ~ 
$3,244 
6o 
$4,123 $4,505 • 6J2 
283 
.3, 587 4, 12.3 4,505 632 
Actual Budgeted Budg&.ted 
~ 82-SJ S~!t ~ 
$1,791.46 $1,500 $1,500 
f4.20 100 75 (2°5) 
1 -1 .87 50 50 
74.99 100 180 80 
16.96 80 100 20 
1,372.45 1,993 2,400 407 
140.56 ,300 200 (100) 
3,472,49 4,123 4,505 632 
Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement · Advertisement Advertisement Advertisement ·Advertisement 
PFO CONCEPT 1983-84 
The purpose of the Programming Fund Organization is 
to serve the needs of the Non-SAFC recognized 
student organizations at the University of New 
HC\mpshtre. The primary responsibility of the PFO is 
the administration of the SAF Programming Fund. 
Furthermore, the PFO seeks to increase the visibility, 
activity, and professionalism of member 
organizations. The membership of the PFO is open to 
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OLD DOVER ROAD 
ACROSS FROM THE -NEWINGTON MALL 
NEWINGTON, N.H. 
RARE OPPORTUNITY 






















Are you interested in sales? Have one year experience? Have a 
college degree or Some college education? Want to improve your 
living standards? 
As a reputable dealer we are experiencing expansion, because of a 
volume of business which requires additional sales personnel. We 
are the largest Chevrolet volu_me dealer in the seacoast area. 









. salary plus comm. 
. bonus incentive program 
. complete training 
. G.M. school 
. new car 
. pa id vacation 
. Management opportunity 
. ~ecurity 
. factory incentive 
. major medical and dental 
insurance avail. 
We are looking for self motivated people, with a positive mental 
attitude. We will recruit several people for an executive sales career. 
We will review applications on February 11 & 12 between 6:00 
and8:30 PM. Captain #I Room. 
See Taccetta Chev hospitality desk for applications, and interviews 
at the Holiday Inn, Portsmouth, N.H. 
l 
Thursday, Feb. 10th, 12:30-2pm 
Sullivan Room, MUB 
The Student Forum will be a weekly 
stage in which everyone will have 
the chance to express their views 
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Editorial 
A. survey can't make • an issue 
The reason given for shredding a semester's 
worth of research - that studying an issue like 
sexual relations between students and faculty 
makes it more of an issue - is a shabby reason 
at best. 
like this survey. According to the instructor 
leading the research, the objecting faculty 
member felt "by studying the issue you make it 
an issue." So, all the research was destroyed. 
was destroyed. What if a study concernmg 
problems of racial discrimination or 
harrassment of homosexuals was destroyed 
because someone thought the study would 
create a problem? What if a survey asking 
faculty if they were happy with their salary 
levels and job benefits were destroyed because 
someone at the statehouse thought the survey 
Students in a Research and Methods class 
last semester collected information on a 
number of sex-related issues in our society. 
One survey asked faculty members in four 
UNH departme_nts if they had been 
approached by students who used sex to try to 
get a better grade. 
Fortunately, sexual relations between 
faculty and students isn't a major issue at 
UNH, but it has been, and is, on people's 
minds. A policy making it easier for students to 
file complaints against faculty members who 
make unwelcome sexual advances was praised 
when instituted two years ago. 
would create an issue? , 
The survey taken last semester wouldn't 
have created any issue. But it would have let 
people at UNH know if any problem exists. 
Now, nobody will ever know. But apparently one faculty member didn't 
More important than the subject of the 
research, however, is the reason the research 
Letters 
Health Services 
_To the Editor: 
Many of us were recently wished 
"a happy and healthy new year". 
The pursuit of happiness is an 
aspiration that may lead an 
individual to neglect other 
important aspects of living. How 
much thought do you give to your 
health, your lifestyle (eating, 
drinking, sleeping, driving, 
exercising, and relaxing), or the 
comprehensive services available 
right here at UNH? Health 
Services, in Hood House, provides 
medical care while it also promotes 
and supports better health for the 
university population. 
The recent PULSE survey 
results ("'Students Surveyed - on 
WUNH, Kari-Van Use", 1/ 28 / 83) 
indicated the majority of students 
"Don't Know" about the medical 
care, preventive services, and the 
health education center for which 
they have paid. There are a few 
problems with this . The Students 
PULSE Committee placed three 
vague questions on the survey 
regarding one of the most complex 
components of the university, 
Health Services. The results are 
essentially meaningless. In the 
future the committee would be 
wise to consult with the groups 
they are evaluating so that useful 
information will be obtained. Also 
The New Hampshire presented the 
data without any comment about 
Health Services; it was an 
opportunity missed on their part to 
educate the students. Finally, the 
actual survey had "Neutral/ Don't 
Know" as an answer. The deletion 
of "Neutral" should be realized by 
those involved with the Kari-Van, 
WUNH, and Health Services. A 
"Neutral" response is not nearly as 
discouraging as "Don't Know". 
Still, students should know 
more about Health Sevices. The 
Health Services Consumer Board, 
a student organization, serves as a 
link between students and Hood 
House and we are striving for a 
healthier university through 
increased awareness. The 
providers and support staff at 
Health Services have been 
receptive and responsive to our 
suggestions and proposals for 
change. I have been impressed with 
their progressive efforts to increase 
effectiveness, especially consider-
- ing the current environment 
pervading UNH. 
I was especially pleased with the 
success of a reception for 
Residential Life, which was 
initiated by Health Services and 
sponsored by ,the Consumer 
Board, to exchange mtormation 
with hall directors and residence 
assistants. Unfortunately, despite 
our request, The New Hampshire 
did not send a reporter. In the 
future I hope your paper will 
provide information regarding 
health related events, Health 
Services, and health issues 
affecting us all. 
Like any service organization, 
Health Services receives plenty of 
the inevitable complaints, Here are 
two suggestions to reduce the most 
frequent grievance, waiting: Make 
appoi•ntments with a nurse 
practitioner or a physician if 
possible; and avoid the peak 
period from 1_0: 15--1 :30 when you 
·are a walk-in patient. 
Finally, take good care of 
yourself, care for your 
companions, and know the people 
in Hood House want your health 
to be cared for so you can 
appreciate life and the happiness of 
pursuit. 
Ann H uidekoper 
Chairperson, Consumer Board 
Sununu 
To the Editor: 
Assuming that Governor 
Sununu was quoted accurately and 
in context (The New Hampshire, 
28 January), the statement that 
"It's time professors started 
thinking about the quality of 
education they're provjding ·and 
not about their paychecks" is just 
about the most vicious, 
uninformed and insensitive insult 
possible. Start thinking about the 
quality of education, indeed! 
Governor, just how much do 
Writing letters· t~ the Editor 
Letters to the Editor for publicaiion in The New Hampshire must 
be signed and no longer than twp pages typed, double spaced. 
Letters may be brought to Room 151 in the MU B or mailed to: 
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 
03824. 
you know about the faculty at 
JJNH? Do you know that many of 
our faculty are highly dedicated 
educators wno spend long hours-
including evenings and weekends-
maintaining the quality of 
education? If you don't know this, 
then you simply haven't bothered 
_ to find out. Why don't you ask the · 
informed people of the state (and 
those of our neighbor states) about 
the quality of education at UNH? 
And also, drop in on some of our 
buildings after hours and 
weekends and observe what we do 
when we're not thinking about our 
paychecks. Did you know_ that 
many of our faculty have standing 
offers of higher salaries elsewhere 
but they prefer living in the 
Durha,n area?Considering how far 
the UNH salary scale, is below the 
national average, I tqink the 
faculty have every right to voice 
occasional concerns about their 
paychecks. After all, if the faculty 
didn't complain, people such as 
you would have them working at 
minimum wage. 
Frank L. Pilar 
Professor of Chemistry 
• 
To the Editor: 
In The New Hampshire of 
January 28, Governor Sununu is 
quoted as saying: "It's time 
professors 'started thinking about 
the quality of education' they're 
providing and not about their 
paychecks." The implication of the 
statement is that the quality of 
teaching at UNH is not high, that 
professors are not committed to 
their work. 
Governor Sununu's general 
point, that we as a society have lost 
a sense of the quality of our work 
in our obsession with money, is 
one of the bromides of our current 
depression--a useful, if simple, 
explanation of declining 
productivity. But does it apply to 
the quality of and commitment to 
teaching at UNH? I think not, and, 
as a student, I have experienced 
innumerable examples that indicte 
the contrary. Let me give you one. 
I have taken two courses with 
Professor Gary Lindberg of the 
English Department, and both 
have been outstanding. Professor 
Lindberg's classes are challenging-
-a combination of lecturns and 
discussions that simultaneously 
provide information and ask 
questions. But even more 
impressive to me is Professor 
_ Lindberg's system of assigning 
student work. H'e has developed a 
series of different tasks, varied to 
meet the nature of each course, 
from which students can choose .. 
This allows students to have a 
hand in the tailoring of the course, 
but it demands of Profesor 
Lindberg a large variety of 
individual responses to very 
different types of work. A person 
not dedictaed to the quality of 
· education that he or she provides 
would not make this much work 
for him or herself. 
And I must emphasize that 
Professor Lindberg is only an 
example. I have encountered many 
more professors at UNH who are 
as completely committed to their 
work. 
Governor, nee Professor, 
Sununu should know as well as 
anyone that for those who choose 
to remain in education rather than 
explore more lucrative fields, 
money is not the most important 
professional consideration. Still, 
one must eat, and pay the rent, or 
mortgage, and it is harder for 
UNH professors to do that than it 
is for most professors at other state 
institutions. I don't know how 
much Professor Lindberg, or any 
other professor, thinks about his 
or her paycheck. None of them 
have discussed the issue in class. 
But the State should think more 
about professors' paychecks 




To the Editor: 
The lack of courtesy on the part 
of the bulletin board users is really 
quite annoying. I am trying to start 
a discount stereo business, and I 
use the boards in the dining halls 
and the MUB to advertise. I don't 
think anyone has seen any of my 
ads, though, because every time I 
check the boards, someone has 
covered my ads with their own. I'm 
not the only one facing this 
problem though. Everyone's stuff 
is getting buried. It's a free-for-all 
out there. l once had three ads 
placed directly over my own, and 
over each other. Of the four of us, 
only the last one could be seen by 
anyone. Cor:ne on, people! If 
there's no room on the board find 
another one. You have no right to 
cover another person's ad, or 
worse yet, take it down. Let's try 
growing up and showing some 
courtesy, huh? 
Fred Burtt 
The New Hampshire 
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University Forum 
~ 
PaY-ing for the UniversitY-
Students must prove a need exists 
By Karen Johnson 
As the Student Body President I am 
frequently asked to comment about 
important issues ranging from 
whether Howie should draw a salary 
for distributing The New Hampshire 
to my feelihgs regarding President 
Handler's haircut. 
Both are important issues in their 
own right and I usually don't have any 
difficulty spouting off, sometimes at 
great length, about what I think. I 
noticed however that as I grapsed my 
pen and approached my paper to write 
my words of wisdom for the University 
Forum the spouting stopped. So like a 
good pseudo-administrator I 
attempted to remedy this by going 
back and reviewing my files to se_e 
what my predecessors had to offer 
their constituents. It was, for the most 
part a useless exercise, not because 
what they had to say wasn't important, 
but because they weren't me and oddly 
enough what they had written didn't 
sound like me. (Amazing discovery 
you say - That is why I am the 
President!) 
You 'r_e seriously 
thinking · of 
Happy Hour, 
cheap drinks 
So after my intense research I was 
back to square one, pencilling in 
appointments, touching base with 
administrators, and basically putting 
off writing anything. I think that my 
difficulty was that I wanted to write 
too much about too many things. I was 
having trouble picking out that one 
heartstopping issue that would 
warrant your attention. My choices 
were quickly narrowed however, as the 
Battle of the Budget drew closer to 
Durham and the clicking of red pen 
caps could be heard a short way down 
Route 4. The University of New 
Hampshire faces some serious 
questions. Over the coming weeks, the 
answers to which will dictate the type 
of educational climate that will exist 
here in Durham. Questions we, as 
responsible members of this 
University community ,need to be 
actively involved in settling. 
I can tell that you are gettingjust a 
little nervous now and are seriously 
thiaking of putting the paper down 
and heading downtown for Happy 
Hour where the drinks are cheap and 
the conversation is light. Well, Happy 
Hour is over for the University of New 
Hampshire. The expenses of running a 
first rate institution are high and our 
resources are shrinking. The choice 
becomes either practice writing larger 
amounts in the withdrawal section of 
your checkbook or write a letter and 
voice your opinion to the people who 
decide your fate and the destiny of this 
institution - the people in Concord. -
Perhaps it is the frequency of budget 
cuts that has numbed people's 
reactions to what they mean. The 
University System, like all state 
agencies, has been feeling the pinch for 
some time now, but we can't a(fo~d to 
be lulled into thinking that this is the 
way that it has to be. Think about this 
issue as you sit on the flo9r._ Qf a 
classroom that is the size of Cowell 
Stadium after you missed what the 
Professor had to say because your 
binoculars which you need to see the 
blackboard bacame entangled with 
your pen. Think about this issue as you 
sit at table Z after sections of classes 
have been canceHed becau<:;e the 
University simply can't afford them. 
Think about your own financial 
horror stories and find out what it is 
tha! you can do. 
This is not an issue conjured up by a 
bunch of student government groupies 
who don't have anything else to do. 
This is that heartstopping issue that 
warrants not only your attention but 
your action. Stop by the Student -
Senate Office located in Room 130 of 
the Memorial Union Building and find 
out what we are doing and how you 
_ can help. _ _ 
Karen Johnson is the Student Body 1 
President. 
Money shortage leads to 
downfall of University 
By Michael O'Loughlin 
We are witnessing what may be the 
early stages of the downfall of the 
University. In many cases the 
symptoms are subtle and thus are 
easily overlooked, or their causes 
attributed to factors less alarming than 
the truth. The cancellation of courses, 
for instance, is frequently considered 
the unpleasant result of a lack of 
interest among students in a 
specialized topic. When an insufficient 
number of students sign up for a, 
course, our strangle-budgeted 
university may find that teaching the 
course is financially infeasible. In most 
cases like this, cancellation is justified, 
since it is unfair to retain money for a 
few when elsewhere more people may 
benefit from it. 
But what is often regarded as a mere 
inconvenience may in fact be a sign of 
the financial famine increasingly 
afflicting the University. Because 
headlines report economic horrors 
daily, many people become immune to 
such complaints. They become tired 
news, a contemporary cliche. As a 
result, the monetary problems of the 
University are likely to be regarded as 
O'LOUGHLIN, page 20 
The state is 
holding hack 
the money 
By Chris Fauske 
The _State qf New Hampshire is 
currently being subjected to a fiscal 
pinch which, in relative terms, is at 
least as bad as that which President 
Reagan wishes to impose on the 
country as a whole. Earlier this year 
the legislature, at the request of the 
incoming governor, passed a bill 
requiring a 4 percent cut in the funding 
of a1\ 'State agencie'S. As a re-su\t of this 
cut UNH was obliged to return 
$900,000 to the state treasury. 
UNH was never one of the most 
liberally funded state universities in 
the union: now it is facing budgetry 
constraints which should cause any 
person concerned with our nation's 
future to squeal. 
Higher education is an indispens-
able asset for any nation, and the 
college population should not sit_ idly 
by and watch their institutions reel 
'from attack after attack. 
Here in New Hampshire t!ie concern 
is especially immediate. The Sunset 
committee is reviewing the functioning 
of the University System of New 
Hampshire, and it is quite possible 
that the administration of Gov. John 
Sununu will use this opportunity to 
encourage the General Gourt to adopt 
measures which, masquerading as 
efficiency exercises, are, in reality, 
nothing more than money saving 
blood-letting. 
Already the equipment intensive 
departments at UNH, such as 
Chemical Engineering and Physics, 
have lost all their equipment expenses. 
In a world of harsh competition with 
other universities and businesses, and 
where technological advances are 
announced almost every day, it is 
important that these departments 
continue to remain abreast of the 
current play of the game. Deprived of 
the chance to buy new equipment, the 
competitiveness of these technological 
departments cannot long remain · 
where it is. 
In the Liberal Arts departments the 
· news is not less worrying. Unable to 
save money by reducing outlay for 
expensive equipment, (what need has 
the English department for an electron 
microscope?), they are being forced to 
practically eliminate all incidental 
costs, such as material copying and 
travel allowances. Any more budget 
cuts and student enrollment will be 
affected. Fewer sections will be 
offered, inevitably resulting in larger 
classes. This can only lead to a decline 
in quality. 
On Thursday, Feb. 10 Governor 
John Sununu will announce his 
budget proposals. At about 3 p.m. we 
shall know exactly where UNH stands 
on his list of priorities. During the 
election campaign last October and 
November Sununu continually 
pledged himself to supporting higher 
education in New Hampshire, but 
since his inauguration that pledge has 
looked a little frail. 
Sununu was just able to absolve 
himself from the blame for the 4 








THE SKYS THE LIMIT 
ALL~NIGHTER 
IN~ERTUBE WATER POLO, co-REC BASKETBALL, SILLY SPORTS, 
ALL-NIGHT MOVIES; HOT SHOT COMPETITION AND MUCH, -MUCH MOREii! 
ROSTERS DUE TO THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS OFFICE BY 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16th. 
CONTACT YOUR SPORT MANAGER OR CALL 862-2031. 
$ 1.00 ENTRY FEE 
UNH FIELD HOUSE 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 p.m. 
CHEERING CONTEST BEGINS AT 7:30 p.m. 
WINNING TEAM WINS - "THE SKYS THE LIMIT" T-SHIRTS 
FEBRUARY 25-26 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT THE 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS DEPARTM_ENT IN ROOM 151, 
IN THE FIELD HOUSE OR CALL 862- 2031 Ill 
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Arts & Features 
Candide promises innovative script, set, and score 
By John Ouellette , 
"A show in Progress"is what 
UNH professor of Theater, 
John Edwards calls his 
translation of Voltaire's 
novel, Candide,- into a stage 
production. Edwards, his cast 
of 18 and the three directors get 
together and improvise, trying 
to find the best way to portray 
the book's many characters. 
"It's always changing," 
Edwards said. 
Edwards started the project 
last semester when he got a cast 
together and they acted out a 
few chapters of the book. He 
used the casts' interpretations 
as the basis for the script he 
wrote over Christmas break. 
The 20th century version has 
a few new twists that the 18th 
century novel didn't. It was the 
first show ever done using a 
~ord processor. 
"The secretary typed out the 
whole novel," Edwards said. 
"She's lucky it's short." . 
The music, based mostly on 
Mozart, has been modernized 
with synthesizers, according to 
graduate student" Larry Allen 
who is writing the music for the 
play. . 
"It's c~tesy electronic stuff," 
Allen said. "It's sort of like 
switched on Bach but it's 
Mozart." 
Edwards said the characters 
in the book are simple, "sort of 
like an 18th century cartoon." 
The book satirizes aspects of 
18th century life, according to 
Edwards, with each chapter 
taking on a different topic such 
as the foolishness of optimism 
or poverty's hardships. 
"It has a very fast pace on 
stage,,; Edwards said. The cast 
of 18 does 75 or so characters, 
he added. The story is · spread 
out episocically, he said, and 
uses about 30 or 40 scenes. The 
UNH production will use one 
set. 
"How well it works will 
depend on the imagination of 
the audience and the skill of the 
actors," Edwards said. 
The stage will resemble a 
playground jungle gym with 
ladder forms that can be moved 
around, Edwards said. Painted 
tapestries will be draped on the 
frames to turn them into a ship 
or a castle, he said. 
Technical Director Ray-
mond Bernier designed the 
AGR Torch Run • • • 
By Bingo . Pitts 
Each Winter Carnival the 
brother's of Alpha Gamma Rho 
run a relay race from Cannon 
. Mountain to the MUB Hill 
carrying the torch that is used 
to light the Winter Carnival 
urn, officially beginning 
Winter Carnival Festivities. 
AGR brother Mark James 
remembers, " When I was a kid 
growing up in Durham, the 
students would line Main 
Street from the Field House to 
the MU B and cheer the runner 
on as he came through town. In 
the last few years, support for 
the Torch Run has gone down .. 
I don't think that many people 
are aware of the tradition, or 
that since 1974, in memory of 
an AGR that died ofleukemia,' 
we have collected contributions 
and pledges per mile and have 
donated them to the Leukemia 
Society of America." This year 
the brothers of AGR hope to 
raise school spirit by making 
more people aware of this 
UNH tradition as well as 
earning $1,500 for the 
Leukemia 5 ociety. 
To understand the tradition 
of the Torch Run, a history of 
. past events that led to this . 
annual relay is necessary. Since 
1922 the Outing Club has 
· annually sponsored a Winter 
Carnival each with a different 
theme. In 1946, the first Torch 
Light Parade was held through 
the streets of Durham 
sigriif ying the opening of the 
festivities. 
The 1958 Carnival, with the 
theme "Magic of the Old Man," 
brought the first official Torch 
Run by members of the Outing 
Club, running from Cannon 
Mountain where the site of the 
Last year's Noble Ruler Don Stockman, Torch Run Chairman 
Mark James , and President Handler light the Winter Carnival · 
urn . 
•• 
stage. He said he read the novel 
and came to Edwards with 
ideas. . 
"Mr. Edwards didn't like my 
ideas at first, so I built the 
model and he said 'This is 
great!"' 
This is not Edwards first 
attempt to put a novel on stage, 
he said, and he hasn't had any 
problems so far except for time. 
"We always need more 
time," he said. 
· Leonard Bernstein did a 
musical production of Candide 
in the l 950's according to 
Edwards, but the UNH play 
and music will be different. 
. "I tried not to listen to the 
Bernstein music," Allen said."I 
don't want to twist my thinking 
toward that, music." The music 
will be performed by him and 
two ,other volunteer musicians 
he hasn't found yet, he said. 
Allen worked on the music for 
Ed ward's orod uction of 
Oedipus Rex, which he said 
was rockish music that was 
successful. "Probably if 
Mozart were alive today, he'd 
be writing on a synthesizer," he 
commented. "It's a modern 
translation," Edwards said. 
Theater students aid in the construction of the Candide set. 
( Jim Millard photo) 
Candide will be performed at 
the Johnson Theater March 1-5 
with. two shows March 2nd and 
prevjews February 27, 28. 
Alpha Gamma Rho brothers get ready to head north the day before the annual Winter Carnival 
Torch Run. ( J .Ahab photo) 
tradition com-bined with charity 
Old Man of the Mountains is, 
to Durham. Omega chapter of 
. AG R in Durham took over the 
run in 1966. The Outing Club 
donates their cabin in 
Franconia to the AG R 
brothers for the night before 
the run. At around 5:00 a.m. on 
the day of the run a duantless 
AGR brother skiis from the top 
of Cannon Mountain with the 
torch and hands it off to a 
runner who begins the 126 mile 
trek to Durham. Escorted by 
State Police along U.S. Routes 
3 and 4 each runner carries the 
torch several times as 
exchanges are made at every 
one-tenth mile interval. Once 
possessing the flame, a runner 
sprints at full speed _ until 
passing the torch to the next 
runner. After making the 
exchange, exausted runners are 
picked up by one of several 
vehicles and are driven ahead 
of the torch to prepare for the 
next interval. 
By early afternoon the torch 
reaches Concord where the 
. AGR's get a breather as they 
are met by the Governor who 
encourages their effort. Then 
they resume the trek to 
Durham, usually arriving 
around 6:00 p.m.· The tired 
runners are met by the 
University ~resident and 
together the AGR Noble Ruler 
(President) and the University 
President light the Winter 
Carnival urn, completing the 
run and initiating the Carnival 
activities on campus. 
Although for several years 
the AGR's ran merely to keep 
the tradition going, in 1974 the 
death of one of their brothers 
changed the emphasis of the 
event. Dennis Williams, a 
member of Durham's Omega 
chapter of AGR, died of 
leukemia at age 19. That same 
year the Torch Run was 
renamed the Dennis Williams 
Memorial Torch Run for 
Leukemia. That year the Torch 
· Run became a fund raiser for 
the Leukemia Society of 
America. The brothers collect 
donations and pledges before 
the run collecting $1,200 during 
last years' effort. 
This semester's Torch Run 
chariman Scott Chrane 
commented, "We hope to 
collect $1,500 this year. We will 
be in the dining halls this 
coming week looking for 
support for our cause in both 
enthusiasm for the Winter 
Carnival tradition and m_oney 
for the Leukemia Society." 
---------O'LOUGHLIN------------
< continued from page 17) 
yetanothersobstory,adulltopictobe course has been cancelled.And 
ignored like all <?_ther dull topics. The consider the students who can not add 
immediacy of this issue is easily an alternative section of a cancelled 
overlooked by those who do ·not course because, since other sections ' 
equate these broad complaints with have also been cancelled, there is an 
potential detriment to the individual. overload in the few sections which did 
Eventually, though, lament may lead survive the , cuts. Now consider the 
to action, and then someone has got to viewpoint of the departments that 
.. suffer. · have made these changes. It will be 
When funds are cut the effects will · difficult to find evidence of willful 
soon surface. It is therefore necessary neglect. Everyone in every department ' 
that we determine the causes of any is sorely aware that these larger classes 
sudden variance in administrative will result in more work for them and 
action. It is our responsibility to be more animosity from their students. 
suspicious of anything that may affect Since no one is going to benefit from 
us. This does not mean we must incite these cutbacks, we Q!USt not fe~l that 
revolution if, say, dogs with bandanas· the administration ' itself is being 
are suddenly excluded from the MUB victimized by an insensitive-and 
cafeteria. (Some things will never, some might say ignorant-state which 
change.) It does mean we must determines the monetary ~upport. 
question the reasons behind any -
· unexpected administrative action 
which seems un(air, and which 
prompts us fo feel cheated when we 
recall the staggering sums we pay for 
tuition. 
Consider the senior who must now 
delay gradua~ion because a required 
We must maintain a stubborn 
awareness of the decrease in overall 
quality which cutbacks of this sort will 
engender. As individual attention 
becomes an impossibility, educational 
content will suffer in those courses not 
suited for large numbers. And as the 
effectiveness of the professors 
diminishes, so will any sense of 
accomplishment and satisfaction they 
might normally receive. Course 
cancellations are not to be dismissed as 
a minor issue or petty inconvenience. 
The consequences accumulate. _ 
There already exixts at UNH a 
sufficient number of large lecture 
classes to guarantee perpetual student 
criticism of the impersonalization of 
education. But these gathering-of-the-
masses classes are generally limited to 
the introductory level courses, which 
are highly in
1 
demand. The acceptance 
of their existance even in these 
circumstances, however, does not even 
remotely justify their proliferation. 
When courses are cancelled, students 
do not conveniently disappear; their 
needs remain. 
The recent rash of course and 
section cancellations at the beginning 
of this semester must not be ignored. It 
is an unpleasant reality which now 
reflects poorly on each department 
(regardless of where the real blame 
li~,and will 'ultimately reflect on th~ 
. University as a whole. It is a S);mptom 
of the traditionally negligible hnancial 
support New Hampshire gives its 
educational institutions. If this year 
the decrease in State support is 
accepted without protest, it is quite 
probable that in the future this policy 
will continue, with no pressure to deter 
the withdrawal of ever-increasing 
funds from the University and all 
schools. 
The screws are turning and the 
results are becoming more glaringly 
apparent. Yet as we remain 
complacently inactive watching this 
process of neglect, we assist in the 
creation of a shameful legacy for the 
brothers and sisters who will follow us. 
For their sake-if not for our own-
we must fight , the threat of 
deterioration now facing the 
University. Make noise and let 
everyone hear it. Write · your 
Congressmen and state legislators. 1 
Michael O'Lough/in co-edits 1 
University Forum. 
-----------.FAUSKE---------
( continued from page 17) 
percent cut; prefering to implicate 
acting Governor and State President 
;vesta Roy. Roy, serving as governor 
between the death of the still 
• incumbent Governor Gallen and the 
inauguration of John Sununu, nursed 
the 4 percent cut through the upper 
· house of the General Court and then 
signed it in her capacity as Governor. 
Roy is a political ally of John Sununu. 
On Thursday the truth will come 
out. The feeling in Concord and here 
on campus is that UNH will suffer 
further cuts. Even if these cuts come in 
_ the disguised form of a freeze in 
monies available, this will still be a 
reduction in real terms. The fear is that 
Sununu will attempt to use presented 
figures as a cover-up for real cuts in 
budget. In a university where several 
departments are already admitting 
being cut to the bone these further cuts 
could prove to be the straw that breaks 
the camel's back. 
Gene Savage and the other lobbyists 
for the University System of New 
Hampshire are working hard on 
behalf of UNH, Plymouth State, 
Keene State and the threatened 
Merrimack Valley Branch, but the 
odds must be against them. Sununu 
8£.STOIAI A FAIR YOUNG MAIDEN 
with ta 
Va/g,nlitlll ,5.izr2na.® 
4.nd nOSl r• . 
JhizllJZ111Hamp~hirn. 
Gg_n.f lJZltUl.n 
The "GENTS" will serenade on 
or off campus: in or out of town. 
CALL: 742-6339 or 659-5801 · 
BEFORE SAT., FEB. 12TH 
FOR DETAILS 
took "The Pledge" ( against a broad 
based tax). (Interestingly enough he 
refused to take it in Keene and 
Durham.) If the governor chooses to 
remain true to his word - and he 
appears to be .as dogmatic as his 
monetarist heroes - then the state 
agencies are- going to feel the 
tightening grip. UNH is in for a tough 
two years. 
Students can help out. If the 
traditional apathy of UNH can be 
overcome and people can be 
persuaded to protest the cause ofUNH 
would be greatly helped. Write to your 
-~ate ~gislators and other key House 
and Senate members. Be prepared to 
go up to Concord to protest the further 
decimation of a fine university. 
Contact Jim Carroll, chairman of 
"Students for the University" (you can 
get him at Pike), and offer to help save 
UNH. 
The fuh1re of a state university 
could be in your hands. It is never too 
soon to protect your own education, 
let alone that of your children. . 
Governor John Sununu deserves to 
hear you speak out. Don't disappoint 
:him. I 
1 Chris Fauske co-edits University 
Forum. 
MOVIE NITE BEDLAM 
TflE MUB PUB! 
IN 
J o~n Belushi in .... 
ANIMAL HOUSE 
Saturday, Feb. · 12th 
In the MUB PUB 
8:00 & 10:00 
$1.00 
Don't miss this uproarious satire on 
frat life in the early sixties 
f res ft itldn 
Orient at ion 
Jtdff 
A.pplialiow awi!dhlc di !he Dean of Jtudcllb 
Office, upJfairJ HudJleJfon· . 
Jummer Emp/.zymeaf June,t,-./u!y 1. 
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.Said;,, pluJ free room and .l,oa_rcl 
A,EY rueJlion.s ull Cdrol Ober 861--,[0fO 
Atflict1lion JJeadline fehru~ 16 
....... ~ ............................................ . 
. £· SPECIAL INTEREST . ·1. 
£ HOUSING · £ 
! f 
f SMITH HALL ~ 
j l 
: ------------ £ i INTERNATIONAL j 
I HOUSE £ 
£ i 
t : 
£ Fall 1983 i • • • • • • «  : : • • . {, 
: Both male and female on-campus UNH students are eligible · ! 
t to apply for the approxima,tely 60 spaces which will be open in · t 
t Smith next year. · t 
• • • • • Interested students should have a desire to become involved-in • • « 
• international programming ,and an interest in learning about • 
.t other cultures. Approximately 2/ 3 of the residents of the new t 
£ International House will be American and I/ 3 will be f 
• international. -tr • • • • t For additional information, call Marissa Chorlian, 862-203.0 { 
t or John Whitaker, 862-2149. Special interest housing t 
• applications will be available at Pettee House and .preference f 
: will be given to residents whose applications are returned by . . f 
f February 18_th. . . . _ . . . t 
~ .................................................................... ..... 
• • • 1 - ~ -J I 
··t .. ,.,t ..... , ·• -~1",c} .', '· 1 .•· - "tr ~.,,• l'/'J ;~-. , .. · . ,,·, · 




OM SURE., YOU'RE. GETTING 
ALL TME ATTENTION RIGHT 
NOW, NERMAL. BUT WI-IEN 
VOU GROW OP VOU'LL BE 
A5 UNLOVED· AS I AM 
SHOE 
BLOOM COUNTY 
MR. 81NKL£Y._NXJU> YOO 
Pl-.l.r£ 1HAf Y€R ~ 5'PCY.>W 
10 et m55lN6 NOre~ 10 urn£ 
GIRL5-65PWPL<..Y WH6N I'M 
'((}Jfl. 5U851TR/re ~? 
" 
MI 7HINK W6 CAN 
PL50 P6R.f£ 1HAf REAVIN(:, 
1H€ NOTE 00T CbJP10 lHE 
%5. CU\56 ~UC..V Bf. UNNf-C-
\ 65SI\Rll~ HUMIUllltr/6 ••. 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 45 French relathes 10 Capital of S1ctly 
47 Chocolate-covered 11 Adversaries 
1 Having 1019n1tude 12 Egypt11n leader 
7 Occur 48 Fnl1ng honored 14 lnd1an soldiers 
13 Unden,ater ICBM 50 Arrh1derc1 - , 15 Sitting, as a 
15 - roll 51 "61ve - try" statue 
16 Hug 52 Sparkle 20 Suffix for detect 
17 Pierces with a !\4 "My boy" 23 Dutch scholar 
sharpened stake 55 State tree of 25 More dom1neer1ng 
18 Ostrich11ke bird Georgia (2 wds.) 27 Kitchen gadget 
19 Roman general 57 Cleverly avoiding 29 Understand 
21 Dorothy"s aunt, 59 Arab jur1sdict1on 31 llh111inated 
et al. 60 Experiences ayain 33 Shout of surprise 
22 Cupola 61 Famine 36 French 110ney 
24 Wanders about , 62 - rat 37 Antony's w1 fe 
25 French chees.e 38 Baseba 11 tel'II 
26 Mortimer - DOWN 39 Certain gender 
28 Desire 40 Wearing away 
29 Resident of 1 Rushes 41 Spot -
Mayberry 2 College d1n1ng room 42 Talked wildly 
30 - pace 3 Egg part 44 On a 1 ucky streak 
32 Museum sculptures 4 R01111n spirit 46 Most rational 
34 B1o-- 5 Soviet sea 48 Writer Sylvia -
35 Owns 6 K1 tchen gadget 49 Removed by an editor 
36 Celestial bodies 7 Organic part of 52 Capricorn 
39 More 1nqu1s1t1ve soil 53 Mark w1th lines 
42 Happen again 8 location of the 56 Blunder 
43 Most con:on 11r1ttell Matterhorn 58 Tenn for a 
word 9 "Harper Valley-• relative 
Answers on page 7 
By JIM DAVIS 
By JEFF MacNELL Y 
By BERKE BREATHED 
THANKSlO· 




( continued from page 1) 
which would involve bringing 
state legislators to UNH to give 
them a better view of the 
University. 
"It's an effort to personalize~ 
the campus to the state 
legislature," Johnson said. 
According to Johnson, this 
will get legislators involved 
with UNH, and help minimize 
budget cuts for the University. 
"HopefJilly it will be harder 
for t~L-to come down on 
UNH, she said. "There is an 
_ attitude among some legisla-
tors that 'you ratty college kids 
should be able to put 
yourselves through,' "Johnson 
said. 
The senate approved the 
concepts of the radio station 
WUNH and the Student Press, 
both of which were tabled last 
semester. 
According to Doug Boucher, 
program manager for WUNH, 
the wording of the concept was 
questioned by the previous 
administration, headed by 
Mike Pouliopoulos. 
"It was a question of words," 
Boucher said. "The old 
administration had trouble 
with some of the wording." 
Both .Boucher and Steve 
Stuempel, the new General 
Manager for the station are 
satisified with the concept. 
"It's OK with us," Stuempel 
said. · -
The budgets of the Student 
Press and the Student Senate 
were discussed at the Il!_eeting. 
Jim Siqger, -chairman of 
Student Activity Fee Council 
(SAFC) questioned the 
Student Press' proposed ad 
income of $18,000, calling it 
"overly ambitious." The ad 
income in this year's budget is 
listed at $10,772. 
"It's a big jump from one 
· year to the next," he said. 
Steve Parker, business 
manager for Student Press 
agreed to reduce the proposed 
ad income to $16,000. 
The proposed budget for the 
Student Senate calls for a 
$3,650 increase. The increase 
will allow the senate to join the 
American Students Associa-
tion, upgrade the appearance-
of the senate office, and send 
the student body president and_ 
vice president to a national 
conference in Washington 
D.C. 
According to Johnson, the 
conference allows student 
leaders from the nation to 
exchange ideas. 
"We feel it's important," she 
said. "We might even get some 
ideas." 
Johnson said the $3,650 
increase is justified. 
"I don't think what is asked 
for here is in any way 
outrageous," she said. "I feel 
very comfortable with this 
request." 
The Student Press budget 
and the Student Senate budget 
were tabled. 
In other business, the senate: 
-Approved the appointment 
of Ginny Burton as mini-dorm 
senator and Sheila Cusack as 
commuter senator. 
-Approved the appointment 
of Terry McGuinness to 
SAFC. 
-Tabled an act which would 
allow the Senate to amend the 
Student Senate constitution by 
two-thirds majority vote. · · · · ' 
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UNH-IS NOT ✓JUST FOR 
.18 YEAR OLDS 
GET TOGETHER 
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS 
. . . .An opportunity to . meet peers, 
exchange information and s·hare 
common concerns. 
Tuesday, Feb. 15th 
4:00 - 6:00 
Commuter Lounge MUB 
· Refreshments will be served 
Child Care Available · 
For more information and child care 
. reservations call: Cynthia Shar, Coordinator 
of Special Programs - 862-2090 
PRESENTS: 
a night of 
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• . . I -I FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS I 
I I 
fll NOW AVAILABLE I 
I I i for 1983-4 ~-~~ · II 
m ~.i  .• _ i at the 
Financial Aid Office, -, _ ---
:~== 
207 Thompson Hall I 
(M-F 8:00-4:30) - I 
Applicants need~ I 
1 1) a 1983-84 UNH Application_ Form (grey) 1-
2) a 1983-84 Financial Aid Form (FAF) I 
PRIORITY DEADLINES: I 
I Undergraduates: February 15, 1983 jf 
I Graduates: May 1, 1983 I 
I . J {::: ·t,,. . ~ -.' 




ApplJcation·s Being Accepted Fo'r 
* PRESIDENT 
,. BUSINESS MANAGER 
. * HOSPITALITY 
* PRODUCTION MANAGER 
~SECURITY . 
* PUBLICITY 
All Ra.id Positions 
No Experience Necessary 
Applications available at 
SCOPE Rm. 124 MUB 
Application De_adline Feb. 25 
Interviews begin, Mar. 2 
i 
~---·~,-------- ~---- .---·----·--·-····-·~------------·------- ------- - ·-·-···· ---- ----- ----·---··- -~ .. - ~--' 
I 
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48 hours of (almost) 
non-stop dancing 
----DANCE-A-THON----
worked around the schedule of 
the bands, who donated their 
time. to the dance-a-thon. 
White Lies, Quazzi, Purple 
Stars and Light Years all 
performed. Crossfire was 
featured as the finale. 
Prizes were awarded to the 
couples who collected the most 
pledge money and danced 
through the entire 48 hours. 
· The grand prize of a trip to 
Bermuda for two, was awarded 
to Perna and Adams. Eaton 
( continued from page 1) 
House won the perpetual dance 
contest. 
By 6:00 Sunday night, with 
. the Dance-A-Thon in its final 
hour, the room was packed 
with people and the crepe paper 
that was strung from the lights 
was begining to wilt. 
The dancers weren't wilting 
though. They were dancing as 
·though they had just woken up. 
Their enthusiasm was 
contagious. Many spectators 
joined in on the d-ance floor. 
Even a police officer in his 
stiff blue uniform was tapping 
his feet and rocking to the 
music until he realized where he 
was and once again resumed his 
sturdy stance. 
The dancers finally began the 
countdown at the end of the 48 
hours. But instead of collapsing 
on the floor in an exhausted 
heap, the crazy dancers 
demanded one more song. 
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Dancing for days (and nights) 
Photos by 
Carolyn Blackmar . 
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1975 Luv Truck . Sound engine, 
dependable, needs body work. Asking 
$800 (negotiable). 84,000t miles. Must 
Sell. Call 679-5239 evenings or days Wed 
and Thurs. 
Smith Hall is selling carnations for 
Valentine's Day. Say I Love You, ~ith red, 
thanks for being a friend, with pink, or 
anything you'd like with white. Delivered 
anywhere on campus, so order a bunch at 
Stillings for only $1 .25 each this week for 
that special someone. 
Kenwood 6030 Stereo Receiver w / 80 
watts per channel / Technics RMs 45 
cassette deck with sendust heads. 
Cannon TLS 1032 speakers with 175 watt 
per channel capacity. Call Pete at 742-
7422 after 5. 
For sale: Skis-Head HRP Comp. (Red) 205 
cm, w / Salomon 444's and ski brakes. 
Used. $50.00: Kastle Ice (red) 200 cm 
with 1yro11a ~bU s ana Ski Drakes. New. 
$ 175.00 er best offer. See Peter· in 
Richardson 214orcall 2-3233eves. Must 
sell fast! ! 
68 VW Bus-runs great $400. Call 868-
1656 evenings and weekends. 
Volvo 242GL, 1975, 82K miles, AC, 
sunroof, leather interior. Exel. condition. 
Call 436-5299 days. 431-2025 even ings. 
Acoustic Guitar -10 years old. Mint 
condition, nylon string with case. Rare 
lim ited number made. $400 negotiable. 
742-9474, Dave. 
For Sale: 12 speed Fuji Royal-e Bicycle 
with rack and new rear wheel assembly. 
$250 or best offer. Call 868-9882, and 
ask for Skip. 
For Sale: 1 pair 185 cm Rossignol Mirror 
---Skis with Look GT bindings, size 9 
Nortalia boots , Bert poles and 
Berrecrafter ski rack. $ 100 takes all . 
Contact Manny, Rm 136 Parsons Hall 
(chemistry). 
For Sale: VW Ra'bbit. New radials . Brakes 
etc. Dependable transportation . Asking 
2600. 1981 VW Diesel pick-up. 20,000 
miles. Excellent condition. Call 207-439-
2227. 
For Sale: '71 Volvo 142. 4 speed with 
overdrive, fuel injection, leather interior, 
stereo, Michelin tires, very good 
condition . $1400, York, Me. (207) 363-
6693. 
Olympus Om-1 camera with 3 lenses, 
leather carrying case, ·tripod. Call for 
details 431-8564 (keep trying) $400 or 
R.O. 
Do you want to impress someone special 
this Valentine 's Day, but have already 
spent most of your money on books and 
beer? You can have a red, pink, or white 
carnation delivered anywhere on campus 
for only $1 .25. Place you order at Stillings 
dining _hall this week. 
'--A-p_a_r_tme_·n_t_s _tor_R_e_nt__, [., I 
Want to make the move out of your boring 
dorm or expensive apt? Here is your 
chance! Now available is a new apt. in the 
center of action . Tudor Hall. Price very 
neg. Please call 868-1859 
Need Roommate 2nd semester, 3 Bdrm 
house on Swains Lake, Barrington. 
private bedroom, bathroom and garage. 
$600 for 2nd semester, no deposit or 
lease. Call Jon 664-241 S evenings. 
,Skiers condofor rent. Feb. 11- i 3. Sleeps 
four, across the street from Attitash Mtn. 
located within 20 miles of 5 mts. For more 
information call Nancy at 356-6753. 
Large Basement Room for rent, private 
bath and entrance, off street parking 
$200 with utilities, 868-2384 or 749-
2282. 
I servaundRap&a ]f~~ 
Pick-up truck available for moving_ or hgfit 
hauling. Call 664-9686 ask for Jim. 
Skis Tuned. Waxing, ·P-tex, edges 
sharpened, bindings adjusted, -$6 . 
Contact Mark, Sawyer Hall 206. 2-1128, 
868-9854. 
Wanted : Experienced knitters for 
children 's sweaters. I will deliver yarn etc. 
Simple pattern . Earn some money in 
spare time. Call 207-439-2227. 
Work Study student needed. The New 
· Hampshire Outing Club is looking for an 
enthusiastic person to work in their office 
- helping with trip sign ups, phone calls, 
clerical work, etc. 10 to 15 hrs/ wk. Pick 
up applications in room 129 of the MUB. 
Overnight girls camp in Adirondacks has 
openings for counselor-instructors in 
tennis, waterfront, athletics, gymnastics, 
arts, crafts, pioneering , music , 
photography, drama, dance, computer, 
R.N ., general. Information available in 
Placement Office or write: Andrew 
Rosen , 221 Harvard Avenue, 
Swarthmore, PA. 19081 . 
Men-Women! Jobs on Ships. American 
Foreign . No experience required . 
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer 
job or career. Send $3.00 for information. 
SEAFAX, Dept. 0-14, Box 2049, Port 
Angeles, Washington 98362. 
F1 c::,f u1 1c11 v 1 icntatiu n .:>ta ff i.::, novv 
accepting applications for summer 
employment. Applications can be picked 
up at the Dean of Students Office 
upstairs, Huddleston Hall . Deadline Feb. 
16. 
ALASKA. Summer Jobs. Good money$$. 
Parks, f isheries, wilderness resorts, 
logging and much more. . "Summer 
Employment Guide" 1983 employer 
listings . $4.95 Alasco, Box 2573, 
Saratoga, CA 95070-0573. 
Work Study position at the Research 
Office. Clerk / typist-requires light typing, 
filing, and other general office duties. 
' Flexible hours . This is your chance to 
learn first-hand about research at UNH 
and opportunities for fund ing for 
fellowsh ips, scholarships, and research 
projects. Call or visit Mary Ellen Wright at 
the Research Office, Room 109, Horotn 
SSC, 2-2000. 
Freshman Orientation staff needs you. 
Applications are available at The Dean of 
Students Office upstairs, Huddleston. 
Deadline for all applications is February 
16th. 
Summer ' 83 Field Experience, 
Accounting. Major national manufactur-
er . Pawtucket-Attleboro Area . Salary 
competitive . Top student . #82202. 
Contact Field Experience Officer, Verrette 
House, 2-1184 before Feb. 15. 
Summer '83 Field Experience , 
Insurance/ Financial Planning Sales . 
Available with two major national 
concerns in their NH offices . Pay possible 
wh ile train ing for licensure exam, after 
that, commission . Any major. #82054 
and 82055. Contact Field Experince office 
before March 10. 
Summer ' 83 Field Experiences, 
Sales/ Marketing. Major national health 
care products co·mpany . Training 
program, will have a territory to service 
and sell . Expenses, company car, salary, 
and bonus. Highly compet itive. Must be 
between Junior and Senior years during 
Summer of '83. Contact Field Experience 
Office, Verrette House, 2-1184, before 
Feb 18. 
Interested in a Field Experience for the 
summer of 1983? Contact the Field 
Experience officer early at Verette House, 
6 Garrison Avenue, 2-1184. Check our 
listings at your department, LA advising, 
LS & A Advising, WSBE, Outside the E & 
PS Library and in the MUB. 
Semester II Field Expereince, Sales. Sell 
imprinted specialty products to 
student/ campus clubs, organizations, 
etc. Commission . Soph. Junior with 
several semesters left at UNH to contin_ue 
·working. Admn or any major interested in 
sales. #82252. Contact Field Experience 
Officer, Verrette House, 2-1184, before 
Feb 14. 
Summer ' 83 Field Experience, 
Accoutning. CPA Firm. Darien. Ct . $4.00 
hr. Assist with all phases of accounting 
· work. Resident of Darien area preferred. 
#82219. Contact Field Experience 
Officer, Verrette House, 2-1184 before 
March 10. 
BABYSITTER WANTED for delightful ancf 
well mannered 3 year old. Must be able to . 
sit Monday through Friday 8-5 and 
Saturday 8-3. This job will be until June. 
Only responsible and loving person 
inquire. Please call after 5 p.m. at 431 -
5882. 
Bowl and Suds. Sat. 8-11 p.m. Come and WOW! Have you heard about the best 
see what you get for your money. workstudy job on campus? 
Frienship Lanes, Newmarket. 659-5124. No, --tell me more about this super 
Lounge open every night 6 p.m. to closing. opportunity. 
Specials at a II ti mes. T.::.h.::is-se_m_e..:s-te_r_, -8-ro_o_k_H_o_u_s_e-is_t_h_e_p-:-la_c_e_t_o 
Skis tuned . Waxing, P-tex, edges be where you can work for DCE! The 
sharpened, bindings adjuSted. S6 . Division of Continuing Education is 
Contact Mark, Sawyer Hall 206, 2- 1128. looking for a dependable person who will 
868-9854. be responsible for assisting the 
Interested in having a Jam Session. department secretary with general office 
Space available free on Friday or Sat. work. This person must possess good 
nights. Full cocktail bar and dance floor_at typing skills and be reliable, accurate, and 
Mary, I hope you are well soon. If you 
don't feel better within a week, drop out, 
we will write. Your friends in Stanton. 
To one of the founding Mothers of 
. Me NOie - HAPPY 23rd! Prom the other 
founding Mother of MeNDle. 
I know I study too hard, but MeNDle must 
go on! And you, Ginger! _and Jane _are 
invited to become official Mendhtes 
anytime - a founding Mother. 
Semester at Sea- A unique experience. 
Academics, culture and travel. See 
campus representative Feb. 7 and Feb. 9, 
9- 11 in MUB. 
Send your honey a super Valentine. This 
year give your sweetheart (and your 
mom), the most delicious Valentine ever, 
a homemade freshly baked Super Cookie 
from the Cookie Jar. Colorfully decorated 
with your message! We' ll mail _it 
anywhere. Order early and beat the rush. 
Bestow a fair youog maiden with a 
Valentine serenade and a red rose from 
the New Hampshire Gentlemen. Call : 
742-6339 or 659-3801 before Saturday 
Feb 12th for details. 
Lisa, thanks for all the great road trips to 
Boston!! You are the best communica-
tions buddy- California women. Let's call 
the Philliphines. Or is it Japan. Who's 
credit card can we use this time. 
#16 J . M iller. Thanks for the puck at the 
BC game, however, it's just not the same 
w ithout a personalized autograph . Maybe 
something can be done about this little 
affair. Debbie. 
Hey # 30! I noticed you at the game 
Tuesday night, but you were too far away 
to grab your bum. Well there 's always the 
next game. Be there aloha! -De. 
My dearest Mar ianne: Get psyched for a 
funtastic Valentine weekend! Hope you 
finished all your homework ·cus I have a 
feeling we're not going to get much 
studying done this weekend ... chalk up 
another UNH/ BC roadtrip! I think we'll 
start with a couple of Almond Joys at 
Cambridge's Hyatt and finish with bagels 
and lox at The Bagel. What we do in 
between we 'll leave to our imaginations. 
I'm really looking forward to seeing you, 
Liebe .. I miss you. Study hard and I'll see 
you very soon . Yours Truly, (with many 
hugs and kises,)Anthony .. P.S. I Love You . 
To my favorite P.N. Physics Geek: David,_ 
it's too bad we didn't start th is friendhsip 
freshman year at West, but I'm looking 
forward to 7 more semesters of it. You 
make Physics bearable. Good luck with 
Adam Can't . Take care cutie. "Totally '. ' 
Love -J . 
Yes, Phil Baker this is your very own 
personal. You don 't even have to share it 
w ith anyone else. How could I let your last 
year go by without one. I just wanted to 
sar, thanks .fgr_all of the " talks". You 've 
be~n such a big help, and don 'twony -my 
eyes are open. Love Suz. 
To the bruised guy who sat next to me at 
the hockey game, you 're a special guy 
who I'll really miss seeing around nexf 
year . Thanl<s for ~!w1;1ys peing there, for 
listening to my sob stories, keeping my 
" blue eye" secret and for being my 
punching bag at hockey games. Always 
remember to keep track of your 
sneakers ... someone may take them. Keep 
at those crossword puzzles because life is 
a puzzle too, and you never know what 
will come up. Love, " the bruiser." 
Carol F.-So how was your weekend? 
What time did you get back from your little 
excursion? I hope it was enlightening! I 
hope your free Thursday night, details a 
little later . Quite the snowstorm 
yesterday eh? I hope your father was 
pleased with the ad in Friday's paper, if he 
ever saw it. Remember it wasn't my issue. 
Talk to you soon,-D. 
Liz and Erin- Hey guys I wish you both a 
very happy 20th Birthday or if you add 
them together it would be a happy40th b-
day. Anyway, we'll soon have to go to the 
'nip for a couple, my treat . See ya soon, 
Big Brother. 
Daaaaaave. 
To the (cute) person who kept me up until 
4 a.m.: it was good to talk about just about 
everything that matters in this world. It'll · 
make things better. - The pest. 
Hetzel 10th.- So you guys are the first 
ones to our party, have us go get the beer, 
and then you guys don't drink any. Pres. 
Handler would be proud of you both .Deb, 
thanks for the lunch, we'll have to do it 
again soon. Wendy, I hope your fly boy 
comes home so you can go wild, you've 
been too mellow lately. Not in the drinking 
sense, but in other terms.-D. 
Happy birthday, Liz! -love, Julie and 
Beth . 
RUSH SIGMA NU Wednesday Feb 9 from 
8:00-10:00 at 2 Strafford ave. 
Phil Baby- If I have to decrease Bri's 
· personals, can I increase yours? Spice 
Was it good for you, too? 
Was it good!? It was ... different, but I liked 
it! 
So, where's Darryl when we need some 
snow pictures? 
Dennis, I actuaUy saw someone doing a 
crossword puzzle last week! Aren't you 
excited? 
SUSAN P.: Thanks for the b-day card! I'll 
drop by soon to catch up on the latest! 
LINDA L: Sorry, no card. Hope this is 
almost as good. I figure by now your 
hangover has let up enough to wish you a 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
Jane H. is a silly managing editor. 
John N. is a lousy (but learning quickly) 
typist. 
Ginger 8 . is also a lousy typist, (but not 
learning as quickly). 
Thanks, John. 
You're welcome, Ginger 
Roy, I "might" forgive you for waking me 
up ot 1 :30omll 
Cool Aid will be· train ing new members 
Sat. 9-12 a.m. and Sun. 1-3 p.m. in the 
Devine Lounge. For more info. call 862-
2293 between 6 & 12 p.m. 
ALESEC. the International Association of 
Students in Economics and Business 
Management, will be holding a meeting 
on Thurs. Feb. 10 at 12:30 p.m. in 
McConnell 208 All Majors are welcome. 
The Amazing Funderduck Diet Plan . Lose 
28 lbs in only 7 days. Guaranteed to work 
or your commission back. Send $9.95, yes 
$9.95 to Box 2828, Christensen 4C. 
SHOW° HOW MUCH YOU CAR-E .. . On 
Valentine's Day send your honey a 
" Lollie-Gram! " For only fifty cents a Little 
Sister of SAE will deliver a " Lollie-Gram " 
anywhere on call)pus on Feb. 14. Orders 
will -be taken this Wed., Thurs., and Fr i. 
Nancy, It's great to be back (in more than 
one way) Steve. 
LJD-00 - Will, this is the 3rd 
Valentine's Day-Hope y0t( re not getting 
bored. Just wanted to let you know that 
I'm not. I just wish you weren 't such an 
absent minded professor all the t ime. 
Love.CR 
To all the Lambda Chi / DZ Dancers. 
Together we made the weekend a lot 
more fun. Karen thanks for 48 fun hours 
and don't forget our theme song S.H. -
David 
MARK - Have fun and good luck on the 
torch run and don't get too tire out for th is 
weekend! Love, Cathy 
' BETA - Get ready for a wild time this 
weekend. We're gonna win that trophy!!! 
Love, DZ 
TAMERA- enen though you get so much 
abuse, just remember that we love you!!! 
Daytona Beach-Spring Break, $299 per 
person plus 15% tax. Quad o.cc. including 
round trip, non stop jet, Boston-Daytona-
Boston. 7 nights, deluxe R~mada Inn on 
Daytona Beach. Free car, departs March 
5, 12, 19, 26, Ap. 2. 1-617-233-8192. 
He left the dark building, the people 
moved about him. His world was clonded. 
He knew one love and longed for the voice 
and feeling he once knew. Shrounded by 
his strong thoughts he stopped and sat. 
He gazed out at the tall pines ignoring the 
students laughter and his cold stone seat. 
He knew his promises weren't empty and 
unhappiness was not the only thing that 
stirred his mind. He was loney in his -
nightmare. He breathed deeply and 
headed for the large ivy covered building. 
He moved towards the stairs and fought 
with himself to go up to the 2nd floor 
where he could at least find warmth if 
nothing else. He loved her and was sorry. 
That was poetic, but th is is better. When it 
all begana, we started at Honnah's, When 
we go again, let's try Mexican. Now 
seriously, KEF. I won't buy a gun yet! 
Maybe soon though. Love and Kisses 
Finnigan. 
Hey Muffy-Did you hear about STVN's 
free movies in the MUB PUB? Let's call 
Chip and Tad and have an awesome time 
friday night in the MUB PUB, Missy. 
Hey Tad, I know your short on bucks. So 
let's call Muffy and Missy and go see 
STVN 's two comedies and a concert . 
They 're free Friday night in the MUB PUB. 
. F,!:!r Sure. Chio 
Be a Big Brother or Big Sister ! The Big 
buddy Program is sponsored by the Dover 
Youth Resources. It matches kids with 
adults who have time to spend one-on-
one on a weekly basis. There is ,a 
particular need for male volunteers. It s 
fun and makes you feel good! Call 749-
2677 if interested. 
To the Cat · Nip Crew - and to you too, 
Scooter, I miss you all! Have a great 
semester! I'll certainly be stopping in for a 
few casual cocktails in the near future. 
Love Dino. P.S. Tom, remember the 
wizard of oz! 
AZ, you guys are great, anp Thursday and 
Friday were the best. Sure wish I could 
visit more often. Have a great semester-
Oh, I hope your classes go well, too. Love 
and Miss you Dino. 
What lives in water, is less expensive 
than 6 video games, last longer than 
candy, and will win over your sweetheart? 
A carnation. Order a bunch at Stillings 
this week for only $1 .25 a flower, to be 
delivered anywhere on campus. 
-Dearest Winkie, Blakey, Leese, Petey, 
Lainey, Kimmy and Marky- Just a short 
note to let you all know that I think you're 
the greatest. My respect and love for 
every one of you abounds. Get geared up 
for one tremendous semester. It will be 
touching and devastatingly beautiful. 
Never Mind I have no pride. Love ya, 
Susan. 
_Do you eat when you're not hungry? Do 
you go on eating binges for no apparent 
reason? Is your weight affecting the way 
you live your life?. Call Overeaters 
Anonymous. No dues, no fees, no weigh-
ins. Meetings are every Wednesday 
evening at Hood House 2nd floor 
conference room at 7:30 p.m. Call Susan 
for more info at 862-3115. 
Well Suzy T. Here is your long awaited · 
personal. Bet you thought I forgot huh? 
Just thought this might rel ieve some of 
the STRESS of the semester. Thanx for 
being a friend and listening to mv, 
troubles. You know I'm always here when 
you need to talk. Let's plan some 
unstressful road trips this semester. 
Remember " If your friend is there 
everything 's alright ... Lots of love, Susan. 
J .L.H . al ias Jilliane! Just wanted to wish 
you a very Happy Birthday in the N.H. as it 
will be my last opportunity to do so. I hope 
today is all you 've hoped for; and I hope I 
will be around in the future to tel I you that 
, again, and again. You are very special and 
a dear friend. Happy Birthday!! May 
ADAM always be around to keep you 
company. Love (in all seriousness), -
Carroll . 
.Lambda Chi-DZ DANCE-A-THONERS!! ! 
(Perpetual too!) You guys are very 
impressive. 48-hours is not to be taken 
lightly as any one of you can tell . You did a 
fantast ic job. All those long hours and 
tired feet, aching muscles and fuzzy 
bra ins, great tunes??? Well, most of the 
time. great company, well, all of the time. 
, Sleeping bags (but no sleep), baby 
powder, Arby's, trains, sit down protests, 
and dance, dance, dance. We may have 
made some kidney very happy!!! 
Mark P. When was the last t ime you were 
in a Ladies Room??? 
Pat and Liz -Only people that flash 
anatomy books, swing pink sox, and 
dribble hand lotion send personals like 
the one I got last semester. 
Hey guys, how would you like to give that 
special girl an Englehardt Heart-on for 
Valentines Day. Drop by Huddleston 
Lobby tonigh or tomorrow from 4 :30 to 
6:30 and sign her up. Only $.50. 
Deliveries to be made Sun 13 and Mon. 
14. 
Sandy, Kim, and Holly--Thanks for the 
great time and for taking care of me. 
That's the last time I drink Vodka the 
Russian way. (or any way!) Sandy, I did 
make it where I was going. Hope you guys 
had a good time at Jeff's. The Franklin 
Friday, okay? Jeannie 
REALWORLD- Field Experience Fable. "I 
think I'm going mad, " says Franny. 
" Everywhere I look I see Field Experience. 
I hear it on the radio . My professors talk 
about it." Back at the frat House, Fred 
considers various methods. 
Interested in gaining practical business 
experience, going abroad for a 
meaningful work traineeship, or want to 
get involved in a well respected 
internationally minded organization? 
Attend the ALESEC membership 
meeting. Thursday, Feb. 10 at 12:30 in 
MCC 210. 
Bermuda - Get first hand info. from the 
one who knows the best places to stay. 7 
nights, plane flight, full breakfast and 
many other complimentaries like free 
lunches, beer, and beach parties for only 
$318. Contact Hunter at 862-3379. 
I am a UNH undergraduate athat is in 
desperate need of a desk. I am also very 
interested in obtaining two filing cabinets 
at a reasonable price. Call Bill Faulkner 
659-2933, Monday or Wednesday after 
5:00 or anytime. 
Friendship Lanes, Rt. 108, N. Main, self-motivated. Call Faith for futher 
Newmarket. 659-5124. information at 862-1088. Act now. Next 
Come and see what you get for $5 at _, week will be too late . 
Friendship Lanes. Sat. 8-11 p.m. on Kari-
Van Route. Rt . 108 N. Main, Newmarket. 
For more information, call 659-5124. Full -=P~erso_nals ____ ]~ 
Bri, Was it "after eight" on Monday when 
school was cancelled? My intelligent 
m ind says, YES! 
Susie. and what did you do After Eight. 
I love it when school is cancelled. HBDDU Blrthdau H 
~ocktai! _~~r . -·- __ _ _ _ 
Help Wanted · 1(111 
Work-Study positions are available in the 
MUB. Apply now! Fill out an application in 
the student activities office in the MUB. 
Victims of Rape and Sexual Assault 
support group- An ongoing weekly 
support group for victims of rape -and 
sexual assault to share feelings and 
common concerns . Meets every 
Thursday, beginning Feb. 10th, · 1 :30-
3:30, Counseling and Testing Center. 
Thru Feb. 15. 
Jane, Here's the snow and the winter 
weather in general. Ask and ye shall 
recieve!!!! Let's get some skiing in this 
season. I really want to test the new 
boards. 
Nicholas, where are you? 
Here's to MNDL, Janet!!!! 
Thinking SNOW works!!!!!!!!!!!! 
What a day, eh? 
GWEN DAVIS 
Area Ill residents- Play free at the MUB 
Games Room, Wednesday, Feb. 9, from 9 
p.m.-11 p.m. Please bring your student ID. 
Off-Campus Commuter Students- Play 
free at the Mub Games Room, Thursday, 
Feb. 10 from 12:00 p.m. until 2:00 p.m. 
Please bring your student ID. 
UNH Men Skiers-Take note ... Willy 
wobbles wut we won't wall wown! Ski 
fast and please don't fall down. Love, 
Maria Walliser. · 
UNH Women Skiers-Don't forget to bring 
your credit cards to the Dartmouth 
Carnival. Love, 5 year Gate Zappa . PS 
Bitchen Booties make Faster Skiers!! 
And the last thing she said was, "Bring 
your typewriter." He did, all wrapped, 
shiny and new ... she clutched the handle, 
hit the keys and said, "Is this really for 
me?" The girls stood in the window and 
said, "Fer shurr fer shurr," and the cool 
dudes cried out. "We want MORE, 
MORE," in the continuing saga of "As the 
Van Rolls" Stayed tuned ... Dear Team, as 
you can well read, the typewriter· 
performs flawlessly. THANK YOU VERY 
MUCH, Love to All, Typer Zappa . 
Kathy Z.-Are you going home this 
weekend? Call me or something you 
s:keeb. Your siotor. 
Hey tough guy! Weannie. 
What is more romantic than a Hallmark 
and has fewer calories than a box of 
candy? Flowers of course! Smith Hall 
women will deliver a carnation to your 
favorite person on Valentine's Day for 
only $1.25. Come to Stillings for luncb or 
dinner this week and place your order. 
Wendy--What are YOU doing Friday 
night? 
-LEE'S-
( continued from page 3) 
restaurants in the area are 
Cantonesestyle," said Stevens. 
He said his family is from an 
area in China that serves a 
different style of food, but said 
their cooking is authentic 
Chinese. 
"We serve Mandarin style 
cooking," Stevens said. "We 
use very little MSG (Mono-
sodiumm Glutamate, a flavor 
enhancer common in Chinese 
cooking) because it is not 
natural." 
"The fried rice was white," 
said six different Lee's 
customers. They all reluctantly 
admitted that it didn't taste 
bad, but said "'white fried rice 
isn't Chinese." 
"It was different from any 
other Chinese I'd eaten. There 
was a little too much oil. But 
the vegetables were real fresh," 
said Larry Jacobs, a UNH 
senior. Jacobs said he would 





Thurs. Feb. 10 
Tickets $ IO in advance 
$11 at the door 
' 
Returning By Popular Demand • • 
*JOE PERRY~ 
Friday, March 4 
Tickets Available at Humphrey's 
Deli, Durham 
CArlTOL THEATRl Concord N.H 
228-0426 
' 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1983 
CLASSIFIED 
To my hotblooded, young, Italian lover-- -Whoever 'ti-earcl of a toilet paper party? To the guys at 2 O D - If you guys don't 
hi. (Didyouthinklwouldwritesomething Whoever hea~d o!, a theme of "Let's get write to me soon, I might do something 
racy in there perhaps? I'll save it.) o_u_r _-_-_--_-_w_1p_e_d_?_______ drastic. I just long for you guys like you 
FROGS ARE VERY OFTEN PRINCES. If I told you, you'd want to come too. long for me, quite often I might add. I'll 
s miss you guys this weekend but maybe 
Woodie--I don't know if you'll see this, but _o_rr...:.y_. ----------'--- Dennis and I can catch up on all the good 
I really didn't leave because of you. I love To the girl who used to _work in Philbrook . times. Willfully yours-Amy. _ 
you Woodie. I just don't love Philbrook. with me who was in my sister's French 
Jeannie class. Hi. Heather--Tacos another night? 1· saw 
PAGe TWENTY-SEVEN 
Political cartoonists needed for The New 
Hampshire. Get paid for your work. See 
Greg in Room 151, MUB. 
Do you think Doug Ridge actually can 
remember his first beer? 
Jon D--I spelled your name wrong last 
time. For_ shame. Nice article. 
I'm in love with a -real man. -----=====::::::======::::::====-- Rocky Cove. Waaaaaa. - · Hi Donnie. I know you're reading these. 
HBPPII Blrthdlll 
GIVE TO THE 
AMERICAN e 
CANCER SOCIETY. 
NEW IN THE MUB PUB 
Now Sou~d Express 
The Big 2-2 
Feb. 12 Saturday Movie Night ANIMAL HOUSE 
In Honor of Greek Night of Sin -
Feb. 13 Sunday with Now Sound Express 
Air Band Contest! 
a"d t-t COI-U lA6t. pwec-. 
, 





WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
· ~'s 9onnc,. be 
c. I~ sem~ert 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire has openings/or: 
Electrical Engineers 
The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair NUCLEAR SUBMARINES. Work involves 
design, development, and testing of submarine systems and components. 
Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $26,000 within 2 1 / 2 years if hired at GS-5 and 11 / 2 if hired GS-7 level. 
BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required. 
Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid sick leave - outstanding retirement 
program - choice of health & life insurance programs. 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employes over 9,000 employe~s. The Shipyard is a leader in the Life-
Cycle maintenance and modernization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparalleled challenge and opportunity . Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities are available within minutes. 
The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus February 14, 1983. 
If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit your resume to : 
Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth-Naval Shipyard Portsmouth, NH 03801, 
The Shipyard is an Equal Opportunity Employer With a Commitment to Affirmative A ction. 
~ .( t-
.. .. ' ., - ~ • ,,-.♦ • • • - ..., - ., • • - .._ • .,_ ..,. A - - - • 
t. ,_. .. 
----• .. ••- • .. -•- r•--•• -••------ • 
LADY I THE TRAMP 
All Breed pog & Cat Grooming 
students 10o/D off w/ID 
. Professionally School Groomer & UNH grad 
.Pet, show style, or "creative" trims 
. Defleaing~ematting, -desk~nking~ hand stripping 
. Mai~tenance Plans offered at 15% off 659-5274 
.Dr Skin Hot Oil Therapy IO min. fro~ UNH in Lee· 
The perfect match 
for Valentines Day. 
Valentme•s Day is Monday. FebnwyM. 
The beautiful look of fresh lowers. 
The beautiful scent of~ AB in the 
Fl'D·" Fragrance 'n.Flowas ,.,. 
:J~~ teJ Carpel 
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
~,!i M ; 11 11 s, ,, . .,, D11r ll;11 11 
868-7021 
Send your love with special C,. care." 
• Registered tr~demark Florists Transworld Oehvery Association 
c 1983 Florists Transworld Oehvery Assoc,at,on 
Informational Meeting 7:30 p.m., 
-----LOANS-----
loans for Parents and 
Students," (ALPS), should 
help stmients who might not be 
able to obtain other forms of 
(continued from page 3) 
aid. ..-. -
The foundation also offers 
- Guaranteed Student Loans, 




Why Should You Be Interested 
In Stouffer Restaurants? · 
• 20% gr-0wth rate is creating substantial career 
opportunity 
• Most comprehensive management development pro-
gram in the industry 
• Over a dozen diversified fine dining concepts with 
new ideas being developed and implemented 
• Top salary progression with the benefits associated 
with our industry leadership position . 
A Restaurant Recruiter will be on campus soon to 
speak personally with you about the career benefits 
of the Stouffer Experience. For details, or an appoint-
ment for personal interview, contact the Placement 
Office, or write: Mr. M. Ede, Stouffer Restaurants, 





An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H 
Undergraduate Students, 
(PLUS). 
"'We would encourage 
students to apply for the GSL," 
said Marafiote . 
"People have automatically 
assumed that they are not 
eligible for the GSL because of 
proposed budget cuts. Those 
cuts never happened," said 
Marafiote. . 
Students will have to 
demonstrate need for these 
loans, but they will be available 
to people with incomes above 
"$30,000. 
People who already receive 
financial aid and who have 
taken out GSL may be eligible· 
for these funds, "depending on 
what the actual unmet cost of 
their education and whether 
they c;4n e1ff ouJ another loan," 
Marafiote said. 
The interest rates on the 
loans will range between 11 and 
12 percent, which is slightly 
higher than rates for federal 
guaranteed student loans, but 
somewhat lower than 
consumer or commercial loans. 
The funds from this bond 
issue will be allocated over a 
period of four years. The first 
payment on one of these loans 
will be due 30 days after it is 
taken out. 
It it hoped that this extra 
money will address the 
problem of recent decreasing 
enrollments in New Hampshire 
colleges, said Marafiote. 
To apply for these loans, 
students can either call · 225-
6612-, or write to PO Box 877 in 
Concord to request· an · 
application. 
Feb . . 9 
Feb. 18-20 
Murkland 110 
Sign-ups 7:30 a.m., Dean of Students Office 








Apr. 29-May l 
The Fireside Concept 
Winter Skills 
Extend-A-Hand Trip 






THE FIRESIDE EXPERIE~CE 
If you are interested in a vigorous learning experience that 
will teach you more about . yourself and others, plan on 
attending an informational meeting about the above trips and 
sign-up times on 
Tuesday, February 8th at 
7:30 p.m. in Murkland 110 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Open To All interested students, faculty and staff members. 
UNH Winter Carnlval-1983 
THURSDAY, FEIRUARY10 
"Chariots of Fire" 
AGRTorch Run, Cannon Mtn. to MUI HIii, 6:00 p.m. 
"Towering Inferno" 
Bonfire, Refreahments, MUI HIii 
":-:ame" 
Dance, MUI Pub, The Now Sound Expreu 
T-shirt Give-aways, 8:00 p.m. 
Men'slalketballvsNlagara, 7:30p.m. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11 
"TheSHng" 
Greek Night of Sin, MUI 
Dai,ce to follow In the Grantte State Room 
All proceeds go to charity, 7:30 
Women's HocJcey vs Colby College, 
Snlvety Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12 
NH Outing Club Crou Country Ski Race, Morning 
"The Competition" · 
Snow Games. Ali Day 
UNH presents the Oscars 
Snow Sculpture Judging. Noon 
Women•s~etballvsMontclalrState, 2:00p.m. 
THE NEW HAMF!St:URE J,UESDAY., :.fEBRUARY 8, 1983 P/l PAGE.TWENTY-NINE 
UNH Celebrity Series 
Russel I Sherman 
Pianist 
8 p.m., Thursday, February 10 
Johnson Theater, Durham, NH 
Senior citizens & NH students $5 
UNH faculty/staff $6, general $7 
All tickets-at the door $7 
• Memorial Union Ticket Office 862-2290 · 
Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Friday 
This year give your sweetheart (and your Mom!) the most delicious 
Valentine ever - a homemade, freshly baked Super Cookie, colorfully 
t 
O 
decorated with your message! And we'll mail it anywhere! O_rder early -
;.o • ,beat the rush! , d. o;o ~-#) Main St. - Durham rn,1:,! · ..... -~ 
~-• .-~. ~ I "I • I 6') HR . ,_ • a,,1 ' ,ft.•O'j 





brings JUDITff __ ARCANA 
UTha Rola 01 mothers and Iha 
maklna 01 man" 
· She has come to speak on 
the relationship between mothers 
and sons. 
"Daring to ·dlll,. Iha SOCIODSUCholoa- . 
·1ca1 canons that label us amascu1a11na 
or saductlua mothers, we must raise 
out sons to · 1111 their needs, to 
truthlullu a1orass them." 
Feb. 8, 7:30 p.m. Forum Room, Dimond Library 
Admission free. 
· . ~ 
J 





will now be available 
to all 
Undergraduate Students 
Wednesday, Feb. 9 
9:00 - 3:00 
Main Floor MUB 
• , ., _,,,-, ... ' ...,,..-,._• _.(, t114 • I - :, .. 





( continued from page 32) 
that remains tied for first place in the ECAC North 
Atlantic Conference. · 
It was obvious. Simple. The men's basketball team this 
year is just too good for a team like Colgate. 
By Dierdre Lynch Just too composed. Too together. 
There were moments that 
glittered but overall it was a 
tough weekend for the UNH 
women's ski team as they 
placed sixth in the · UVM 
Carnival held at Stowe, VT. 
The Wildcats had already beaten Northeastern, 
Canisius and Vermont twice before disposing of the Red 
Raiders of Colgate. 
Host team UVM continued 
to dominate as both the women 
and men catamounts remain 
undefeated this season. 
Realistically, and yes, maybe too optimistically, UNH 
has the ability to win all six remaining conference games. 
In clarification, however, it would be better to say the 
Wildcats have the confidence and talent to beat any team 
in the NAC. 
In the giant slalom,-freshman 
standout Jill Sickles was on top 
for UNH with a 4th place 
finish. Sophomore alpine 
captain Jill Gravink finished in 
17th place and Judy Gessener 
was the third scorer with 34th 
place. 
They do. For three of the most proficient players in the 
conference - Robin Dixon, Al McClain and Dan Nolan 
- are on this team. Arid with center Joe Rainis asserting 
himself defensively and the bench helping such as it did 
against Vermont last week, an NCAA bid is within range. 
The next day, the icy 
conditions of the slalom hill 
gave the UNH skiers problems: 
"It was just glare ice .. .it was 
bullet proof," said Jill Gravink. 
She was the only UNH Skier in 
the top twenty with an I I th 
But things must happen first. The Wildcats must meet 
the meat of this conference next week in Holy Cross and 
Boston University. And this continuity and composure 
that is UNH's success must carry into the NAC 
tournament which starts on March 7. 
UNH fans will be hoping that it does. Hoping the the 
boredom continues. 
place finish. conditions makes it 
Senior Shelly O'Connor 'ff. 1 , . very scored second for the team in di icu t to wax,' said cross 
country coach Cory Schwartz. 
23rd place. With a fall in the Even X-C captain Julie 
second run Jill Sickles placed Wolny, ranked 5th in the East, 
32nd and with a fall in both had her difficulties as - she 
runs Lisa Barnes managed a placed 12th in the7.5 kilometer 
33rd place finish. race. Second skier Carol 
"I think this weekend was a Warner jammed her thumb 
mid season lull, we had been training on the treacherous 
skiing well up until this course before the starty of the 
carnival," said captain race and skied to a 23rd place 
Gravink. finish. Lisa Latourelle was the 
Coach Lex Scourby was third scorer for UNH placing 
happy to see both Sickles and 31st. The team took sixth place 
Gravink upgrade their standing in the event. 
for the NCAA National The 3x5krn relay race saw 
Cha~pionships. "Based on the same results, a sixth place 
their results they have assured finish but "the women skied 
themselves a spot at the better in the relay," said head 
Nationals," said Scour by. coach Lex Scourby. 
The cross country event took Due to poor ski conditions 
place at the Trapp Family the cross country team's 
Lodge Cross Country Cente~ in training has been inhibited. the · 
Stowe. Ice was a maJor team was able to ski only one 
problem here als_o. _"Tht: hard _ --- - -- - , 
day last week on the dover 
Hi_~h foot ball field. 
-ICE--
< continued from. page 32) 
Apollo said. Robin Balducci 
knocked in the first goal five 
minutes into the game followed 
by a Debbie Arey goal I :36 
later. Freshman Stearns closed 
the shut-out in the third period 
with a s~ore assisted by Brown 
and Balducci. 
·_ Go~_lminder Kathy 
KazmairJ: performecl very well, 
as usual, with a total of 26 
saves. She accumulated I 6 · in 
the New York/ UNH contest. 
. The tourney's final. 
consolation game was against 
McMaster. The 10-0 blow-out 
ICE, page 7 
-~ ,< 
Al McClain (10) scored 14 points and dished out 10 assists in 
UNH's win over Colgate Saturday. (Tim Skeer photo) 
---HOCKEY---
< continued from page 32) 
offensive and powdered at a good time for us." 
Wiecker for two late period Well put, and with a solid 
goals. UNH's Steve Lyons and performance tonight against 
Jay Miller both recorded late Brown, the Wildcats have a 
tallies to insure the win. golden opportunity to raise 
"The key to the game was their ECAC record to 104-1. 
turnovers on our part," said "We can't count any team 
McShane. "I know from past out though, including Brown,'' 
experience that they play tough said O'Conner. "The thing 
in this building. Tonight they about the St. Lawrence game is 
outhit us and beat us to the that it reminded our players 
puck." that when they come ready to . 
It can be best described as a play, they can beat anyone." 
much needed win for fhe "Big Face-off tonight against 
Blue." Brown is at 7:30. Oh and by the 
"I think we've all been way, the winner of the banner 
wondering what's going on," contest was Russ Lavoie, 
said Forget. "After the Boston whose banner read; "The only 
College game, guys · were thing holy about the Saints is 
· getting down, so this win ca_!lle -- their Swiss Cheese gqalie." 
AN IMPORTANT ·ADDITION TO YOUR · 
UNIFORM 
The insignia of an Air Force nurse can mean a lot to you and your 
future. It shows that you 're part . of the Air Force Nurse Corps. A 
member of one _of the mos• ~fficient health care teams in the world. It 
signifies you are an Air Force. officer with the responsibility and prestige 
of a leadership position. It indicates you 're on the track toward good 
pay and almost unlimited educational opportunities. If you're a nursing 
professional or about ·to·_ complete your nursing education, why not 
consider Air Force nursing as part of~YOUR future? From the day 
you're commissioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages of an Air 
Force officer. Consider your uniform and our future. Then "make it _ 
yours. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF LIFE. 
Msgt_ N~il Mayo 
(603) 431-5462_ 
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Wildcat swimmen 
sneak .. hy Eagles 
By B. Doherty 
The UNH men's swim team 
assured itself · of a wiD.ning 
season for the first time ever by 
defeating Boston College 
Saturday, 63-50. 
Despite a performance 
which coach Frank Helies 
called "Mostiy flat," the 
swimmers hung on to win the 
meet in the last event, the 400 · 
free relay. 
One swimmer's performance 
which was not flat was John 
Colbert's. He won the 200 and 
I 00 freestyle, and swam a lead 
of the winning relay. 
In the absence of Al Stuart, 
Ed Landry won the 200 fly; -
Gino Margarino; the 500 and 
1000-free; Bob Schuler, the 50 
free; and Steve Moreau, the 200 
back. The UNH combination 
of Moreau, Landry, Steve 
Warren and Tim Hamilton 
won the medley relay. 
UNH, now 6-2, next travels 
to UMass tomorrow. This meet 
could very well be an exercise in · 
coaching strategy. Coach 
Helies said he hoped . the 
swimmers left thier flat 
performances in Boston, 
because winning at UMass 
would require a stronger effort. 
Leeman leads Maine 
By B. Doherty Clohisy and Claffey 
combined with Ann Sullivan 
and Emily Cole to win the 400 
free relay in their best time of 
the season. 
Sullivan swam her best time 
of the year in finishing second 
Despite a number of 
excellent performances, the 
UN H women's swim team was 
unable to overcome the 
superior depth of the 
University of Maine and were 
defeated Friday 79-70. 
The outstanding swimmer of 
the meet was Maine's Whitney 
Leeman, who set three 
individual Swazey Pool 
records in winning the 100 and 
200 backstroke, the 200 
individual medley and one 
relay record when Maine took 
the 200 medley relay. 
to Clohisy in the lOO fly while The women's basketball game aga_inst F'ordham last night was cancelle . Gail Jackson (24) is 
Cole won the I 00 free 
Championship meet qualifica- 1-_sh_o_w_n_h_e_r_e_i_n_a_c_t_io_n_a_ga_i_n_st....._R __ h __ o __ d_e_I_s_Ia_n_d_T_h_u_rs_d_a_y_._( __ ! im_S_k-:-· _e ___ e_r"""_p_h_o_t_o_) ________ ... 
UNH was led by Cathy Jones 
who swam her best times of the 
year in winning both the 500 
and I 000 free style. Mary Ellen 
Claffey also had a strong 
outing with personal b@st 
times, and first place finishes in 
the 50 and 200 free style. 
Martha Clohisy also won 
two events ( 100 and 200 
butterfly), and finished a strong 
. third in the 200 free. 
tion times included Cole's time 
in the 200 fly which made her 
eligible for the nationals. 
Qualifying times for the New 
Englands,.. inoluded those of 
Katie Kelly ( 100 breast), Sara 
Terrill and Cathy Jones(200 
free), Debbie Ewell, Shannon 
Whaley, Barbie Bennett ( I 00 
backstroke), Melissa Lawrence 
(200 breast).Bennett (200 IM 
and 200 back) and Cole (500 
free). . 
· The UNH swimmers hope to 
improve their record of 2-6 
with their last meet of the year 
against U Mass~ on Friday at 
Swazey Pool. 
Skiers place fourth 
By Dierdre Lynch 
A newcomer and a veteran 
paced the UNH men's ski team 
to a fourth place finish in the 
UVM carnival held at Stowe, 
VT, Friday and Saturday. 
UVM claimed victory with a 
first place sweep in all four 
events. , 
On Friday, the individual 15 
kilometer cross country race 
proved to be the highlight of 
the weekend for UNH. 
Sophomore Brendan crossed 
the finish line in fourth place 
behind UVM's Norwiegen 
recruits. Sullivan, a two time 
Junior National ski team 
member took the year off from 
competitve skiing last year to 
· concentrate on his studies. The 
North Conway native s'aid, ••1 
am glad I came back with these 
results and I hope I- keep 
improving." 
In the 15 km race, icy down 
hills made the corners difficult 
to negotiate, and many skiers 
fell. UNH was not spared as 
sophomore Mike Hussey fell 
six times yet he still managed a 
very respectable nineth place 
finish. 
Prior to this event Hussey 
had not fallen all season. 
Teammate Eric Hastings 
wasn't far behind with a 14th 
place finish. As a team, the X-C 
placed third in this event. 
In the giant slalom, senior 
captain Dave Kent turned in an 
excellent sixth place finish. 
This result and last weeks 5th 
place finish in the GS has 
qualified him for the NCAA 
· National Championships. 
Second seed skier Russ 
Dearborn tallied more points 
for UNH with a 17th place and 
Brian Dewsnap was the team's 
third top scorer with a 24th 
place finish. 
Saturday's event, the slalom, 
has been the alpine team's 
seasonal nemisis. Falls and . 
disqualifications have been the 
story and this weekend wasn't 
any different. First seed skier 
Dave Kent went down in the 
first run and Brian Dewsnap 
followed in the second run. 
Coach Paul Berton 
comments, "The falls put 
added pressure on the rest of 
,the team. With each fall more 
emphasis is placed on just 
· finishing rather than going for 
it." 
Scoring for UNH in the 
slalom were Russ Dearborn 
( 19th) Willy Wescott (30th) and ; 
Chris Johnson (33rd). 
Concluding the two day meet 
was the 3x 8km relay race. 
Brendan Sullivan again led the 
UNH squad, clocking the sixth 
fastest leg of the day. Closely 
following were teammates Eric 
Hastings and Joe Miles. Their 
combined effort was good 
enough for a fourth place finish 
in the relay. ' 
Grapplers on win:r,ing track 
After a disapointing first half 
of the season, the UN H men's 
wrestling team has come 
around since semester break, 
winning or tieing four of their 
last five matches. 
"We've gotten some people 
back in the line-up and 
hopefully we'll peak for the 
New England team champion-
ships at the erid of February," -
said UNH wrestling coach Jim 
Urquhart. · 
Urquhart said early season 
injuries to Lou Ferulle, Doug 
Unger and Jeff Webb have 
hampered the Wildcats until 
recently. With Ferullo and 
Unger back in the line-up UNH 
has brought its record to a 
respectable 4~7-1. _ 
Ferullo and Unger, along• 
with co-captain David Yale, 
freshman standout Neal 
Zonfrelli and Greg Ludes won 
two of three matches this past 




place over Rhode Island mainly on the effort of 
College and Potsdam State. Zonfrelli who is 9-2 this season. 
Western New England College, Zonfrelli's 14-3 decision gave 
one of the top ranked teams in the Wildcats a tie, and nearly a 
Division III, were the eventual win. 
winners of the tournament. Also winning against UMass 
However, leading the way Wednesday was Yale who is I 0-
for the 'Cat grapplers was Rich 2 this year. Yale tallied three 
Berardino in the 142 peund points in the 157 pound 
division with three wins. division. Yale along with 
Earlier last week, injuries Ferullo was recently named to 
and weight making problems· the New England Division I All 
forced UNH and UMass to Star Team. UNH will take on 
forfeit a total of five divisions. Plymouth . State tonight at 
The two teams eventu~Jly tieq1.__home at 8 p.m. 
Wrestling team co-captain David Yale was recently named to the Division I all star wrestling" 
squad. (Henri Barber photo) _ · · 
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UNH sends Saints marching out with 6-2 loss 
By Peter Clark 
Somehow when the doors 
opened at Snively Arena 
Saturday evening one got the 
impression UNH's 7:30 
showdown with St. Lawrence 
was a big one. One also got the 
impression that if the doors 
· hadn't opened as scheduled at 
6:30, the student assault on the 
south end of the building surely 
would have forced the Wildcats 
to play their first game ever in. 
an open arena . . 
The ons]aught continued 
inside the building, as 
spectators eagerly plastered 
banners on every overhang in 
the rink. And if that wasn't 
· enough, the Wildcats ranked 
fifth, and the Saints, ranked 
second in the ECAC, hooked 
up in a dandy in which UNH 
emerged victorious, 6-2, raising 
their overall record to 14-7-1, 
and 9-4-1 in the ECAC. 
That's the most intense we've 
been all year," said UNH 
sophomore Dan Muse, who 
chipped in with three assists. 
"We were intense, the crowd 
was intense .. .it was sweet." 
The pace of the game that 
pitted SLU coach and UNH 
alumni Mike McShane against 
his college coach Charlie Holt, 
· was just that, intense. . 
After a scoreless first period, 
UNH senior Craig Steensen 
put the 'Cats on the board, I: 12 
into the second period on a 
point drive that cleanly beat 
SLU's Gray Weicker. 
Kent Carlson, a Concord, 
NH native got the Saints' first 
goal when he cut to the right of 
UNH goaltender Todd 
Pearson. But Sophomore 
Ralph Robinson put the 'Cats 
right back in front forty 
.seconds l_ater, after he collected 
a rebound from a Norm 
Lacombe drive. 
UNH went up 3-1 with a 
minute remaining in the second 
period when freshman Peter 
Herms found the easiest way to 
get his name into the 
scorebook. A centering pass 
from the left wing boards 
deflected off an SLU stick and 
past W eicker. 
SL U cut the UNH lead to 
one at 6:34 of the third period, 
when John Chamness chipped 
a centering pass over Pearson. 
But there was no question that 
Pearson was hot. Eight saves in 
the first and second periods, 
added to fifteen third period 
stops, helped the Burlington, 
Ontario native pick up his tenth 
win of the year. 
"I've been in a slump," 
admitted Pearson. "I was in a 
good groove tonight though, 
and the fact that we hadn't 
beaten them in so long, (five 
games) makes this win even 
better." 
"If we 're going to do 
anything this year, Todd has 
got to be the man," said 
assistant coach Dave 
O'Conner. 
Pearson was equal to the 
task on each SLU opportunity 
following the Chamness goal. 
His teammates helped out by 
continuing to pressure W eicker 
late in the game. Dominating 
play, the hard work of the Dan 
Forget, George White and 
Muse line payed off in the form 
of UNH's fourth goal. White 
took a Muse pass, walked in on 
Wiecker and snapped a shot 
high over the SLU goaltender's 
right shoulder. 
With a two goal lead the 
'Cats continued on the 
HOCKEY, page 30 
By Steve Damish 
A confident lot: · 
hoop team and fans 
This UNH men's basketball fan coul<l sense the 
difference, the difference in the crowd on hand to watch 
the Wildcats cruise by Colgate 68-56 Saturday. 
"Look at them," he would say pointing into the throng. 
"They're bored, not frustrated. They have the confidence 
in the team so they can actually relax and be bored and 
not worry about losing." 
Some would attribute this boredom, this quietness in 
the 2345 fans to the happenings on the hardwood. This 
conference game was quite the noneventfui event. 
Here was Colgate, with its molassas-flowing offense 
that averages a mere 47.7 points per game. A 2-15 (now 2-
16) with an infallible habit of not shooting until the 40 
second dock had dwindled to ten seconds or less. 
And here was an offense that, after the Wildcats had 
displayed the No Vacancy sign under their hoop, became 
a perimeter shooting unit, consistently unleashing aerial 
bombs from way out. 
With more than half the Colgate offense able to 
transform into defensive players before UNH even 
retrieved a rebound, the Wildcat fast break was stifled. -
The fuel source for the normal wildfire that is the 
Wildcats type of play had been plugged. 
Others more familiar with the Wildcats, the realists, 
however, would accurately find the cause of ennui in the 
crowd to be the team itself. The 5-0 (11-7 overall) team 
HOOP, page 30 
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UNH's Jay Miller (16) scored a goal in the Wildcat's 6-2 over Colgate Saturday. UNH hosts 
~rown tonight. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Dan Nolan (30), UNH's leading rebounder,jams home two of, 
his 14 points against Colgate. The 'Cats game last night at 
Maine was cancelled. (Tim Skeer photo) 
lcewomen 
defeated 
By Julie Supple 
"I feel that we were the better 
team," said l)NH icewoman 
_ Lauren Apollo. "We should 
have won the game. It's a rip-
off way to lose." 
Ice hockey ace Apollo, along 
with many others would agree 
that a shoot out, rather than a 
standard overtime is an 
unusual game ending. But 
that's what happened Friday 
night in the Lady Wildcats first 
loss of the season in the 
opening game against York in 
the Concordia Tournament. 
The game itself was even 
throughout the three periods. 
Laura ·Brown netted UNH's 
only goal in the second period, 
assisted by Laura Brown and 
Robin Balducci. 
With the game deadlocked 
at 1-1, the two teams squared 
off in the shoot-out. Five 
·players form each team go 
against the opposing goalie 
one-on-one. The team that 
accumulates the most points 
takes away the victory. In this 
case, York got the win, . 2-1. 
This brought the 'Cats to the 
semi-finals of the consolation 
round versus Providence. "It 
was really a relaxed game; we 
beat them pretty easily," 
ICE, page 30 
